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Welcome to the final issue of The 
Financial Technologi! of 2022. The 
Top 1% Workplace Awards is always 
one of the mo! exciting features of 

the year. A huge congratulations to all those who 
have been shortli!ed in what has certainly been our 
mo! competitive thus far.

I always feel that this magazine issue gives 
incredible insight into what makes a company 
great. When you look through the li! of the winners 
and shortli!ed businesses, the commonality 
between them all is they are companies that are 
outperforming the market. They are achieving  
this through a market-leading commitment to  
their people.

In the pages that follow, many of these companies 
generously share their secrets and the a"ions they 
are taking to ensure they a#ra", engage and retain 
the be! talent in the indu!ry. 

2022 has, for the va! majority, been a year where 
the competition to a#ra" and keep talent has 

Harrington Starr’s financial technology  
news, commentary, insight and features. 

Setting the tone  
for 2023: people, 
passion and purpose

this year, more than any before, we have seen 
some genuinely exceptional companies go above 
and beyond to build human-centric workplaces, 
designed to get the very be! produ"ivity and 
e$ciency from their teams. 

In previous issues I have wri#en about the blueprint 
for what it takes to make a great workplace in 
financial technology. These centre around creating 
diverse environments where a premium is placed 
on con!ant skills development. They create 
environments that create a complementary blend 
of teamwork and autonomy, providing flexibility 
for people to work consi!ently at their be!. They 
are purpose led, allowing people to contribute to 
meaningful work that changes the indu!ry. They will 
work with cu#ing edge technology; and ensure their 
reward and compensation are towards the top end of 
their indu!ry. They will have leaders who care, who 
are out!anding communicators, and who li!en. All 
of these are now a given.

This year, we asked every finali! a simple que!ion 
that I have been asking hiring companies for the la! 
two decades: “If a candidate who you want to hire 
has two other o%ers on the table, why would they 
choose to join you?” The answer to this is always 
fascinating and, to me, will always tell me how much 
time and e%ort people truly &end on their talent and 
retention !rategies. 

I always think that this is such a hard que!ion to 
answer. There were no bad companies that we 
interviewed. All of these companies operate at the 

T O B Y  B A B B ,  C E O ,  
T H E  H A R R I N G T O N  S T A R R  G R O U P

never been fiercer. At the time of writing, it remains 
a challenge. De&ite macroeconomics, the labour 
market for technology and sales talent remains 
tough. Every !rong candidate will !ill have three or 
four competing o%ers. With the ever-increasing co! 
of living, there will be temptation for talent to move 
to increase their a%ordability.

In a time where so much is out of control, these 
companies have decided to work tirelessly to ensure 
that their people are put at the top of the agenda. 
This means they improve retention dramatically, it 
means they a#ra" exceptional talent and it means 
they outperform the market.

Each year, Nadia Edwards-Dashti (Harrington Starr’s 
Chief Cu!omer O$cer) and I have the absolute 
honour of interviewing the companies, recording 
these conversations, and then passing them over to 
our judging panel to decide upon a final shortli!. 

Nadia and I have o'en joked that this is our MBA. 
The lessons we gain from &eaking to these 
exceptional people are second to none. I think 

top of their game, and all are trying to a#ra" the 
be! of the be!. O'en people will have multiple 
o%ers and have nothing other than a pure gut 
feeling with which company to go for. This is where 
an inve!ment into the interview process, building 
personal relationships and great onboarding 
pra"ices come into play.

What !ruck me during these conversations, and 
the judges clearly agreed, was that passion wins. 
The winning companies are chara"erised by the 
convi"ion they show in why they would work hard 
for the talent that tru!s them when they join their 
business. They oozed excitement about their 
mission; they talked about their team, as corny 
as this may seem, as family, and showed a desire 
to inve! in them. I will single out FINBOURNE 
Technology here who were unique in their desire to 
say that if people joined the business, they wanted 
them to be able to move on with a be#er skill set 
when they le'. Whil! they clearly want people to 
!ay, they articulated clearly that if people did go, 
they could get life changing opportunities owing to 
the experience of working in that business. I find that 
truly exceptional.

This year, the rhetoric was far less about gamification, 
zoom get-togethers and superficial environments. 
I was !ruck by the way, without wishing to sound 
patronising, that the indu!ry has clearly, in the 
&ace of only twelve months, really raised its game 
in its focus on how to build great workplaces. I was 
impressed at how people have put more thought into 
the whole employee lifecycle, thinking clearly about 

“2022 has, for the vast majority, 
been a year where the competition 
to attract and keep talent has 
never been fiercer.”
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experience in the same way they would about their 
go-to-market with their produ!.

With a focus on e"ciency likely to be high on the 
agenda in 2023, this era is about ge#ing the be$ 
out of people. Mo$ recently, this has come into 
focus with Elon Musk’s take-over of Twi#er. Can 
half as many people achieve more than the bloated 
teams we have seen in big tech in recent years? I 
was pointed towards Price’s Law, $ating that 50% of 
any given results are generated by the square root of 
the number of those who contribute to it. A#ra!ing 
great, talent dense teams and encouraging them to 
do their be$ work is essential. 

De%ite the carnage at Twi#er, there are multiple 
ways to ensure that people perform at their peak. 
These companies get that. They encourage high 
levels of engagement by involving, including, 
in%iring and educating their teams. They provide 
clear pathways, they care and they li$en. They have 
adopted the be$ a%e!s of the Pandemic, creating 
flexible workplaces with hybrid models to get the 
be$ out of their team. 

I am intere$ed by the change in market conditions 
that we expe! to see as the world plunges into 
recession in 2023. Will companies revert to pre-

andemic command and control structures? Will 
they insist on presenteeism? Will they increase KPIs 
and pressure? My gut tells me that we have all 
learned great lessons in productivity and humanity 
in recent years. It also tells me that if you read the 
articles that follow, you will see a clear code that will 
mean companies can not only survive a downturn, 
but also thrive through it.

So perhaps this is a good time to ca$ an eye over 
2023. There hasn’t been a lot of positivity in the 
press for the second half of the year. Energy prices, 
the Ukraine situation, co$ of living, crypto winters, 
FTX’s crash, government chaos, inflation… the li$ 
goes on. A recession is inevitable in mo$ countries 
around the world. Economi$s will not agree, of 
course, universally but we are looking at a long but 
relatively shallow downturn.

De%ite that backdrop, some intere$ing things 
are happening. Companies, with a renewed Blitz 
%irit from weathering the Pandemic, are optimi$ic, 
durable and ba#le ready. They are continuing to 
inve$ in headcount and push on with proje!s and 
new produ!s to take advantage of the inevitable 
opportunities that will appear with volatility. 

Having recently launched our ground-breaking 
documentary “The Era of Convergence,” I see a 
huge opportunity from the ashes of FTX for TradFi 
and DeFi to create regulation that will transform 
digital assets into a viable asset class. We are 
already seeing opportunities in the metaverse 
for companies to totally revamp the cu$omer 
experience in financial services. Staying on 
the subje! of CX, AI is finally evolving at pace. 
Regulatory and surveillance businesses are thriving 
and will continue to do so into 2023. ESG will only 

T O B Y  B A B B ,  C E O ,  
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become a more and more important topic. Data, 
o&en heralded the new gold in the se!or, is finally 
becoming what it can be in terms of a force for 
positive change.

Financial services technology is changing, 
innovating and evolving at pace. Web3, AI, 
Blockchain, the Metaverse, digital assets and a 
whole ho$ of disruptive innovation are colliding 
at the same time to create a future that I believe 
is as generationally significant as the Indu$rial 
Revolution. 

Whil$ we know that there are multiple challenges 
for people, teams, businesses and countries, I 
enter 2023 with excitement. I truly believe that 
the financial services se!or will be the bedrock 
of $ability that will allow people to survive what 
the coming years have to throw at us- ju$ as it 
happened through the Pandemic. Technology is at 
the kernel of this. Be brave in 2023 and I believe 
incredible legacies can and will be built.

I’ll finish this intro by talking briefly about Harrington 
Starr. 2022 has been exceptional for the business 
and I am incredibly proud looking back at what we 
have achieved. The team has supported some 
exceptional businesses and helped companies 
break records- surpassing many of our own in the 
process. We have been recognised with a $ring of 
indu$ry awards and looked to add significant value 
to the community.

Nadia’s pioneering book, “FinTech Women Walk 
the Talk”, was launched at Schroders at a marquee 
event celebrating diversity in the se!or. Again in 
partnership with Schroders, we ho$ed over 200 
so&ware engineers for a superb panel on elevating 
careers with a keynote from Sir Ron Kalifa. We have 
recorded and released over 150 podca$s; %oken 
at indu$ry events in Paris, London, Am$erdam 
and New York; and released three magazines. The 
19% Li$ has created roles for over 100 women and 
subsequently, we have helped companies improve 
their DEI propositions. We launched our fir$ of 
its kind documentary, The Era of Convergence, 

premiering it at the CMS o"ces in London. We have 
welcomed 35 new team members into our o"ces 
in Belfa$, London and New York, and seen the 
group achieve record breaking growth. Harrington 
Starr have now, for the fir$ time, got a dedicated 
Cu$omer Success Team, focussed on helping 
ensure all of our clients get the mo$ exceptional 
possible service. We have been awarded Be$ 
Speciali$ Agency, Be$ Marketing Campaign and 
Be$ Candidate A#ra!ion at the Global Recruiter 
Awards. Nadia was crowned Agency Leader of the 
year at the Recruiter Awards. She has also mo$ 
recently won The Positive Trouble Maker Award at 
the EWPN awards. Ciara Clarke and Oli Knight have 
both been shortli$ed for the Inve$ing in Talent 
Awards in the Mo$ In%iring Newcomer category. 
This, and so much more, have made it a year we 
have absolutely loved.

As we move into 2023, I am incredibly excited about 
what can be achieved. We are already planning 
on things which we believe will add real value to 
companies in volatile times. We have transformative 
$rategies ready to deploy, allowing for growth in 
all areas; and are looking forward to supporting 
ambitious plans with our clients.

Your Success. Our Business.

This is the Harrington Starr tagline. It means growing 
teams, growing brands, growing networks and 
growing careers. Your success is important to us. We 
look forward to helping you achieve your goals and 
adding as much value as we can in the year ahead.

Please enjoy the pages that follow. Congratulations 
again to all shortli$ed and all this year’s exceptional 
winners. Here’s to a positive and successful 2023. 
Thank you to all who have worked with us, your 
support and faith is truly valued.

Toby

“Web3, AI, 
Blockchain, the 
Metaverse, digital 
assets and a whole 
host of disruptive 
innovation are 
colliding at the same 
time to create a 
future that I believe 
is as generationally 
significant as 
the Industrial 
Revolution.”
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Meet the Judges

Emmanuelle Mathey
Co-CRO For Wealth 
Management Division 
And Group Head Of  
Credit Risk, Schroders
Emmanuelle works at Schroders where she is 
the o-CRO for the Wealth Management division 
and the Group Head of Credit Risk. Before joining 
Schroders, Emmanuelle %ent 10 years working at 
JP Morgan in London and Sydney where she was 
an Executive Dire!or managing Credit Risk for the 
Inve$ment Bank. 

Outside of her day job, Emmanuelle chaired 
SchOUT, the Schroders LGBT+ employee group 
and is a Tru$ee for the Cripplegate foundation and 
a Non-Executive Dire!or for Moneyline, a not-for-
profit lender.

She holds a Ma$ers in International Public Law from 
Université Paul Cezanne in France and Tübingen 
Universität in Germany.

Sirita Donaldson
Head Of Diversity, Equity 
And Inclusion, Finastra

As the Head of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I) 
for Fina$ra, Sirita has global re%onsibility for the 
DE&I $rategy & operations, supporting Fina$ra’s 
mission to be the mo$ loved and inclusive company 
in financial services.

Sirita joined Fina$ra from NCR Corporation where 
she held the position of Executive Dire!or of Talent, 
Diversity and Culture. There she led talent, DE&I and 
an award-winning global onboarding program. Under 
Sirita’s leadership NCR launched a transformative 
DE&I strategy and was recognized as a Best Place to 
Work for LGBTQ Equality by the 2020 Corporate 
Equality Index.

Kate Bohn
Global Head Of Private 
Markets Tech And EMEA 
CIO, Macquarie Asset 
Management
With 10-years in the world of Arts & Academia, 
followed by 22-plus years in well-known Financial 
Services in$itutions, Kate Bohn is a self-confessed 
'accidental' leader, $rategi$ and innovator for 
FinTech, with a number of FS Indu$ry recognitions 
and awards under her belt.

In recent years, Kate has worked extensively with 
$art-ups and scale-ups on known and emerging 
Financial Services challenges, having a broad range 
of conta!s and knowledge in this %ace. She is a 
champion of diversity and psychological safety in 
the workplace and currently Global Head of Private 
Markets Tech and EMEA CIO at Macquarie Asset 
Management

Yasmin Johal
Associate, CMS

Yasmin advises financial services firms, market 
participants and inve$ors on a range of complex 
UK regulatory issues, with a particular focus on 
FinTech. She has worked within inve$ment banking, 
corporate banking, private banking and fiduciary 
management teams in both the UK and US financial 
markets. Yasmin has a particular passion for D &I, 
and is a thought leader within this %ace, and has 
received multiple awards for her work in FinTech 
and D &I.
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Meet the Judges

David Harris
Head Of Banking, Baringa

David has been working as a Financial Services 
Management Consultant with leading global 
consulting firms since 2001. David joined Baringa 
in 2007 at the inception of the Financial Services 
pra!ice and Leads Baringa's Global Banking 
Pra!ice. David has had a unique experience of 
growing and developing multiple aspects of a highly 
successful Consulting Professional Services firm. 
Within the usiness, David also remains at the heart 
of Baringa’s award winning People and Culture 
Proposition.  He is passionate and dedicated to 
driving forward the Baringa culture, ensuring that 
as an organisation it prote!s and nurtures the 
essence that sets Baringa’s culture apart from its 
competition. 

Paolo Sironi
Global Research Leader, 
Banking And Financial 
Markets, IBM

Paolo Sironi is the global research leader in banking 
and financial markets at IBM, the In$itute for 
Business Value. He is a former $art-up entrepreneur 
and quantitative risk manager in inve$ment banking. 
Paolo is the author of literature about finance, 
banking, and digital innovation such as bestseller 
“Banks and Fintech on Pla'orm Economies”. 

Devin Kohli
General Partner And Co-
Head, Outward VC

Devin is a General Partner and co-head of Outward 
VC, London’s leading early stage in ech fund. 
Since launching, the team have been early backers 
of Monese, Curve, PrimaryBid, Vauban, Peppy and 
Bud to name a few. Prior to Outward, Devin 
spearheaded Investec's focus on high growth 
companies – spending more than 12 years as a TMT 
sector banker - advising on over a dozen high 
growth / digital company transactions across Asia 
and Europe totalling over $1bn.

Dr. Wajeeha H. Awadh

Dr. Wajeeha is a FinTech and digital transformation 
expert.  At Al Baraka Group, she looks a&er the 
digital transformation of Al Baraka Subsidiaries 
across Asia, Africa, and Europe. She holds  PhD in 
FinTech domain, Ma$ers in Proje! Management, 
and Bachelor’s degree in Business Information 
System. 

Wajeeha has been listed on  Women in FinTech 
Power Li$ for 2021 and li$ed on top 100 Global 
Chief Digital O"cers by HP Enterprise and 
Ho#opics.ht. She has also been li$ed as Top 
50 Mo$ Influential Women in Islamic Business 
and Finance in 2019 and 2021 by Cambridge IFA. 
Wajeeha is an external advisory board member for 
Collage of Business and Finance at Ahlia University 
and was an advisory board member in Bahrain 
FinTech Bay.
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Meet the Judges

Steve Grob
Founder, Vision57

Steve has %ent all his working career in capital 
markets and has developed a deep under$anding 
of how global financial markets work, their evolution 
and the dynamics between technology, regulation 
and business. This under$anding is combined with 
the ability to position technology firms corre!ly, 
develop capabilities to make them successful and 
then to increase their value as part of a defined 
exit. Steve has set up and run his own FinTech 
businesses  and was part of the executive team 
that built Fidessa into a global provider of workflow 
automation with annual sales of over $400 million.

Toby Babb
CEO, Harrington Starr

Toby has worked with the world's leaders in financial 
services and commodities technology for over 
twenty years. Leading high performing teams for 
two li$ed, global recruitment brands, Toby has 
driven the creation of a pioneering, values- based 
company that works with cu$omers to provide 
tangible solutions and add real value well beyond the 
traditional models on o(er in the se!or. Toby has 
e$ablished himself as a re%e!ed thought leader 
in the FinTech space, hosting weekly, innovative 
discussions on Fin ech Focus TV; and being a 
regular guest on industry panels, podcasts and 
major news outlets.

David Williams
Partner, Banking & Capital 
Markets Technology 
Advisory, EY

David is a Partner in EY’s Technology Consulting 
pra!ice focussing on Banking & Capital Markets. 
David helps clients to shape and deliver complex 
digital transformation, which increasingly involves 
working alongside Fin ech firms. Prior to joining 
EY 17 years ago, David worked for investment 
banking and energy trading organisations.

Nadia Edwards-Dashti
CCO, Harrington Starr

Across 17 years in the Financial Services se!or, 
Nadia has been re%onsible for helping over 2000 
people find jobs, and has grown from a trainee 
to a Managing Dire!or, and now Chief Cu$omer 
O"cer of Harrington Starr. She runs her own 
successful, award-winning Podca$ Series- The DEI 
Discussions- where she has interviewed close to 
300 voices advocating for DE&I within the Fin ech 
community, celebrating and showcasing their 
successes. Nadia published her first book in 2022, 
‘Fin ech Women Walk the Talk’; and continues to 
expand the remits of her ground-breaking 19% Li$, 
walking the talk for a more inclusive indu$ry.
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Meet the Judges

An international, innovative FinTech leader and 
women in tech advocate, Susana has extensive 
experience in leading teams in Europe, North 
America and Asia for risk management initiatives 
and credit produ!s development. 

Susana is a lending subje! ma#er expert with 
proven experience in developing multi-country 
business expansion $rategies and partnerships with 
local business lines/risk areas in 32 countries. 

An expert in $ru!uring innovative financial solutions 
to achieve double-digit growth in multi-billion dollar 
lending por'olios, Susana is a true marketplace 
changemaker.

Roei Samuel
Founder and CEO, Connectd 

Roei is a successful serial entrepreneur, angel 
investor and start up mentor. Included in the BBC's 
Million By 30, Roei is a leading voice for diversity 
and inclusion in $art-ups, %eaking from his own 
experience as ADHD being his entrepreneurial 
superpower.

In 2014, aged 23, Roei launched one of the world’s 
mo$ successful eSports pla'orms, RealSport, 
which he scaled to nearly ten million monthly 
users before leading the company through a full 
acquisition in a multi-million-pound deal.
A&er exiting from his fir$ $art-up experience, Roei 
turned to angel investing where he found an uneven 
playing field for entrepreneurs within the start up 
ecosy$em. This proved to be the in%iration for Roei 
to $art his next venture in 2020, founding Conne!d.

Susana Ponce Froment
Head of Financial  
and Credit Risk, Tide 

Join Nadia and hear the 
pioneering voices for Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion within 
Financial Technology.

marketing@harringtonstarr.com

Stream the award-winning podcast...
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Hone!y, tru! and tran&arency captures the truly exceptional 
culture that thrives at this year’s Be! Start-Up to Work For: 

AccessFintech. The judging panel noted the leadership team’s 
commitment to ensuring that each and every employee had 

a !ake in the company journey; and such an approach is 
reflected in exceptional retention rates and the creation of a 

truly scalable culture. With new funding secured, it is a brilliant 
time to join and be part of AccessFintech. Innovation, growth 

and excellence is synonymous with this firm, and we  are 
delighted to see them recognised as a Winner in The Top  1% 

Workplace Awards.  

W I N N E R

The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

Solidatus ipushpull

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST  
START-UP  

TO WORK FOR

AccessFintech
The Financial
Technologist
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Fo$ering a positive working 
environment is no simple 
task, e%ecially for 
$art-ups. An organisation 

may have good intentions, but 
cultivating culture happens over 
time, and once it sets in, it’s hard 
to change. 

AccessFintech has grown to a 
company of 130+ across London, 
Glasgow, New York, and Tel Aviv 
since 2016. Collaboration is not 
only baked into our business 
model – as an exciting, growing 

in ech, we provide a 
collaborative post-trade data 
custody service – but into how we 
treat each other. It is the essence 
of our culture.

Fostering this collaboration 
requires it to flow from the top: it 
starts with me. I’m a second-time 
entrepreneur and have 
experienced the dynamic 
changes of start-up life. I 
understand the risk employees 
take when joining a company in 
its growth stage, and it is my first 
responsibility to guide a safe and 
cooperative environment to help 
them. I also know that you must 

build an open environment where 
team members from all levels 
have their voices heard. The 
company is be#er for it.

Building this openness takes 
e(ort, but the results are 
worthwhile. Quarterly board 
meetings are $andard corporate 
fare, but we go further to ensure 
the dialogue that happens at 
board level happens across the 
company. For example, we ensure 
sales and produ! o(-sites with 
the executive team happen twice 
yearly, so our leadership team 
hears dire!ly from people and 
builds relationships company-
wide. Findings from these 
o(-sites feed into twice-a-year 
meetings with division heads, 
where we discuss the company’s 
$rategy.

Day-to-day, each team has 
meetings to discuss account and 
contra! delivery, execution, and 
expansion. Di(erent departments 
and o"ces are looped into these 
when cross-department work is 
necessary. It is important to 
facilitate conversations both 

horizontally and vertically as no 
one member or team works in 
isolation. 

We work hard to su$ain this 
dialogue across the company 
because our workforce are 
partners in the business. They’re 
equity holders and have a say in 
how we succeed. This flows 
dire!ly into our workforce 
policies. Our team knows how 
they work be$, and it is in our 
intere$ as a company to li$en to 
changes they suggest. We 
offered work from home policies 
before the andemic made this 
normal because our team said 
that was what it needed. 

Inve$ing in employees goes 
together with collaboration 
because it validates their value. In 
2021, Harrington Starr highly 
commended us as the Be$ 
Workplace for Talent Inve$ment, 
and we prefer to promote before 
hiring. We look internally to see if 
vacancies match the a%irations 
or progression paths of team 
members. This rea"rms the 
reason we hired them – we know 
they’re capable – and 
demon$rates tru$ in young 
talent. 

Our collaborative culture has 
worked exceedingly well at 
AccessFintech, where we 
consider our people our $ronge$ 
asset. This a#itude has reaped 
rewards – we have high retention 
rates, high morale, and are a 
motivated company that achieves 
its goals. We recently raised 
$60M Series C funding, which 
would not have been possible 
without the dedication of every 
person at AccessFintech. 

A new approach to 
employee wellbeing
Help your people unlock their full potential

Discover more 
T: +44 (0)333 577 3210 
E: team@biome-wellbeing.com 
W: www.biome-wellbeing.com

Building a 
collaborative culture 
at a start-up

Roy Saadon
CEO and Co-Founder, 
Access Fintech
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From a small flat in London’s 
Shad Thames, Danny 
Waddington looks out over 
a sea of Vi!orian roo&ops 

and smiles. Taking a sip of his 
morning co(ee, he returns to a 
line of C# code on his laptop.

Still fresh from his computing 
ma$er’s at Imperial College, 
Danny ponders on the dire!ion 
Threadneedle So&ware Ltd might 
take in the years to come. One of 
ju$ two employees, he’s taken on 
a programming job at this new 
company. With ‘o"ces’ in a 
building more suited to $udent 
accommodation than facilitating 
paid work, this enterprise is 
bankrolled by two coders-cum-
entrepreneurs that have, for now, 
retained their day jobs in the City. 
Fa$ forward to 2017, and the 
company is focusing on its mo$ 
commercially viable and exciting 
product: a solution for visuali ing 
dataflows. With Danny now Chief 
Technology O"cer, Solidatus is 
about to be launched, its market 
– for now – being banking and 
financial services.

A further five years on, Solidatus is 
in that Goldilocks zone. With 
Series A funding behind it, it has 
expanded to 111 employees, 
dozens of very high-value clients, 
including four of the world’s 
bigge$ banks, and it has a large 
o"ce in a WeWork on London’s 

ipushpull is a Fin ech, 
however, we also see it as our 
purpose and responsibility to 
tackle long-term systemic and 

indu$ry-wide challenges that are 
impa!ing the UK’s ability to retain 
its position as a leading hub for 
FinTechs. Specifically, we need to 
grow the talent pool to bridge the 

outh ank. But it’s still very much 
a $art-up, and new employees 
– all of whom are entitled to share 
options – are joining at a time 
when they can make an obvious 
and measurable di(erence in the 
company’s shared mission: 
shining a light on data mess.

And it’s not ju$ the company: our 
solution meaningfully helps 
people beyond its client. It’s not 
exaggerating to say it can make 
the world a be#er place by making 
the data that governs people’s 
lives more tran%arent and easier 
to find. Or at lea$ this is the case 
for our early adopters, one of the 
mo$ recent of which being the 
Bank of New York Mellon.

But, whil  it’s relatively early days 
for Solidatus, we have very bold 
ambitions and are following the 
right line on a graph to achieve 
them. The people working here 
– whether they’re building the 
produ! or involved in marketing 
and selling it – make a real impa! 
and are shaping what Solidatus is 
and what it’ll become.

While our bigge$ employee hub 
is in London, and people work on 
a hybrid basis, coming into the 
o"ce a couple of times a week, 
we have regional headquarters in 
Hou$on, Singapore and India, 
supporting a hugely diverse 
workforce, a number of remote 

gender and racial gap. We also 
need be#er representation of 
people from socially deprived 
backgrounds that don’t naturally 
get the same opportunities as 
those that are able to go into 
higher education or workplace 
internships. Addressing these 
inequalities will help improve 

workers, and, of course, we have 
cu$omers around the world. This 
international flavour is crucial for 
developing a well-rounded 
produ!, as user experiences  
vary from one country to the next. 
This is also true of the regulations 
that our so&ware helps clients 
deal with.

Our founders, one of whom is the 
CEO, play a very hands-on role in 
the company. We’re all on 
fir$-name terms with them, and 
from the top down, the leadership 
team, which includes Danny,  
has worked hard to fo$er a 
supportive and collaborative 
approach. Every day we share our 
ideas with each other, whether 
formally or informally.

It’s a cliché but we really do work 
hard and play hard – whether it’s 
cruises on the Thames when we 
hit our sales targets or %onsored 
a!ivities, like a recent fun run in 
Ba#ersea Park, you can rely on us 
to get involved – we even employ a 
fungineer. The red squiggle I see 
in Microso& Word when writing 
this sugge$s that not many other 
companies can say this.

But not many other companies are 
like Solidatus.

decision-making and remove 
bias, a win-win.

To hit these inequalities head on 
you mu$ address the source of 
the problem in schools, which 
is why  founded Work in Fin ech, 
to help students discover 
opportunities to work in our 
industry. On a practical level, we 
have been arranging groups of 
students to go into companies 
such as Revolut, Goldman Sachs 
and TP ICAP to have their eyes 
opened to the possibilities and 
broaden their horizons. We also 
arrange mentoring sessions to 
help tackle common questions 
about how to get that first job and 
provide interviews with leaders 
from across the industry sharing 
their experiences of getting into 
our sector. 

We’re working with university 
students, sponsoring them 
through their course and in turn, 
they’re helping us develop 
exciting innovations at ipushpull! 
The hope is that when they 
graduate, they can progress into 
a full-time role with us, or we can 
help them find a role with other 
FinTechs in the community.

Lastly, we are a founding partner 
of the University of East London 
new Centre of FinTech which has 
been set up to increase 
the exposure of students to the 
world of FinTech, and in so doing, 
prepare them for the world of 
work and help them discover the 
exciting roles available. 

Having a common purpose that’s 
bigger than the company 
mission, we believe, sets u  apart 
from most other companies. It’s 
a philosophy that defines who we 
hire and why we hire which is 
based on talent and passion, not 
what’s written on a CV. 

“It’s a cliché but we 
really do work hard  
and play hard – 
whether it’s cruises on 
the Thames or a fun 
run in Battersea Park”

Why Solidatus is 
the best start-
up to work for: an 
employee writes

Be the 
change…
growing the 
talent pool 
through 
championing 
diversity and 
inclusion

Alistair 
King, Head 
of Thought 
Leadership 
& Content, 
Solidatus

Matth˘˪�ʶ˛˘˨ˡ ʟ̊�
CEO, ipushpull
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FintechOS winner in this year’s Top 1%
Workplace Awards, primarily due to their commitment to 
asking their employees how the  can always do

better. Rather than falling back on the management teams 
own personal preferences on growth, the entire team is given 

a say in the direction of the company. Continuous 
improvement sits at the core, and it is brilliant to see this 

inform the culture of 2022’s Best Workplace for 
Technologists. Congratulations to the entire team at 

FintechOS; your focus on an innovative mission, 
transformative purpose and collective values continues to 

propel your firm to new heights.

W I N N E R

The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

28Stone

Millennium Advisors

TransFICC

OpenFin

THE BEST  
WORKPLACE FOR 
TECHNOLOGISTS

FintechOS
The Financial
Technologist
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As we at OpenFin 
continue to build 
solutions that enable 
some of the indu$ry’s 

large$ global banks to deliver 
elevated work%ace experiences 
to their cu$omers, our 
engineering teams are always 
chasing new ideas and digging 
into the nuts and bolts to solve 
key challenges around workflow 
e"ciency, interoperability and 
security. In other words, complex 
technical challenges are at the 
very heart of what we do. 

The results we have produced to 
date are a te$ament to the great 
talent we have been able to 

welcome level of autonomy in 
working to solve them. Our 
employees place a high value on 
being able to impa! produ! 
produ!ion from an engineering 
$andpoint, so we are proud to 
give them the %ace to 
experiment with new technologies 
and truly own the proje!s they 
are working on. 

Con!antly Improving 
For today’s technologi$s, finding 
a work environment that 
encourages and facilitates both 
long-term career development 
and an engaging set of day-to-
day deliverables is a top priority. 
To ensure that our people are 
continuously growing their skill 
sets, we empower our teams to 
cross-train, so our engineers can 
gain exposure to di(erent coding 
languages and di(erent problem 
sets. These unique opportunities 
to learn from one another 
represent ju$ one a%e! of our 
communal problem-solving 
process.

We Have Your Back

a#ra! and retain. Our ongoing 
commitment to fo$ering an 
out$anding workplace for 
employees of all backgrounds 
and walks of life means our 
mission and culture are a natural 
fit for the be$ and brighte$ 
technologi$s. 

Excitement in the Challenge 
We recogni e that it takes a very 
%ecific type of individual to 
pursue a career in engineering. 
Technologi$s tend to enjoy 
tackling tough problems and 
bring a natural curiosity and drive 
to accomplish what others have 
previously deemed impossible. As 
the OS for Enterprise Produ!ivity, 

It goes without saying that our 
people are our greate$ asset and 
mo$ important di(erentiator. We 
are a diverse team of creative and 
dedicated people who are 
passionate about building the 
next generation of enterprise 
produ!ivity. When we reach the 
advanced $ages of interviewing 
candidates, we ensure they get to 
meet several of our team 
members so that they can 
experience the truly infe!ious 
energy that radiates throughout 
our organi ation. While there’s no 
que$ion that the challenges we 
work to solve are compelling or 
that our clients are some of the 
bigge$ names in the %ace, what 
really makes our people choose 
us over other pro%e!ive 
employers is the knowledge that 
they will be supported by a team 
and management that care not 
ju$ about our mission, but also 
one another on a human level. 

Conclusion
As we continue to grow, we have 
an increasing need for 
technologi$s who are ready to 

OpenFin’s Container and 
Work%ace solutions are a major 
shi& from the financial services 
indu$ry’s hi$orical approach to 
so&ware. For self-$arters and 
innovators, joining OpenFin’s 
mission to transform how the 
indu$ry works from front to back 
is a compelling proposition.  

Balancing Ownership and 
Stru"ure 
To ensure our technical teams 
truly under$and the purpose and 
impa! of the work they are doing, 
we make sure they collaborate 
intimately with our cu$omers. 
This way, our teams can see their 
work in produ!ion every day and 
rapidly re%ond to any feedback. 
This model not only enables 
e"ciencies, both internally and 
for our clients, but also provides 
our technical teams with more 
pride and fulfilment in their work 
as they go about their daily tasks. 

This closeness to our clients’ 
challenges and evolving needs 
gives our technologi$s a 

jump right in and collaborate, with 
a passion for the late$ in 
enterprise produ!ivity and web 
technology. We are on an exciting 
journey and moving fa$ – and we 
encourage you to join us. But 
don’t ju$ take our word for it –  
see what members of our 
engineering team have to say 
about working at OpenFin: 

“I really feel valued here because 
of what we do. I can see the whole 
produ! lifecycle, and I am also 
part of the CORE team. On the 
CORE team, we have what we call 
‘support week,’ which helps us 
under$and our cu$omers’ key 
issues. And whenever we fix a 
given issue that was reported by 
the cu$omer…I feel I really helped 
that client. I know that what I am 
doing is not wa$ed.” 
Li Cui, So!ware Engineer

“We are solving very intere$ing 
technical problems. You’d be 
really hard-pressed to find 
another company of our size that 
is doing this kind of work. This 
means that we’re o&en put in 
positions where we have to solve 
something that no one in the 
world is solving – an ideal 
challenge for people who truly 
enjoy rolling up their sleeves and 
working with technology.”  
Ricardo De Peña, VP 
Engineering, Senior Engineer

“The problems that we solve are 
so fresh. There's not a day that 
goes by where I’m like ‘I know 
exa!ly how to solve this.’ – and 
that’s a great thing for my 
engagement and my career 
growth.” 
Adam Saland, Solutions 
Engineer

“To ensure that our people are 
continuously growing their skill 
sets, we empower our teams to 
cross-train, so our engineers can 
gain exposure to different coding 
languages and different problem 
sets. These unique opportunities to 
learn from one another represent 
just one aspect of our communal 
problem-solving process.”

Creating space for 
innovation: OpenFin 
fosters the ideal 
workplace for budding 
technologists

Chuck Doerr  
President & CIO, OpenFin
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It’s a cliché but it’s true – our 
success comes from our 
people. 

At TransFICC we have a workforce 
of 45 people (and growing), of 
which 90% are technologi$s. As 
we add more clients and the 
company grows, we are 
con$antly looking to add the be$ 
talent to our team. 

How do we do this? By making 
jobs intere$ing, giving people 
autonomy, the opportunity to 
learn, to see their ideas valued, to 
be involved in new 
enhancements, and to see the 
end results deployed with clients.   
These values help to a#ra! the 
people who will drive our 
continued growth.

Intere!ing Work 
We believe that involving people 
in innovative technical work - to 
solve complex Fixed Income 
workflow problems - makes work 
more intere$ing.

Our Development Team is split 
into sub teams, which are made 
up of five or six Devs, a QA and a 
BA. Our Devs, QAs and BAs use 
pair programming, working 
alongside each other in the o"ce 
or remote pairing by sharing 
screens. Everyone has clear 
obje!ives and is self-managed.

We promote empowerment and 
responsibility, so we provide 
people with the tools to get  
job done, then trust them to 
deliver. 

A Learning Environment
We also make sure that all our 
employees have an opportunity to 
improve their skills and learn from 
either colleagues or industry 
leaders who consult with 
TransFICC. For example, our 
technologists can learn from  well 
know figures like Dave Farley, 

(PoP) in data centres like Milan to 
support high throughput low 
latency trading on MTS.

Flexible Working
We recognise that the 
requirement to work 9 to 5 in an 
o"ce has changed since the 
onset of Covid. Now employees 
want to be able to do a good job, 
but to do so in an environment 
that suits them and o(ers a 
successful work-life balance. 

We used to target only UK 
residents  but to attract top talent 
we have changed our hiring 
requirements and now also want 
to %eak with people living in 
di(erent countries. As a company 
we have changed to a remote fir$ 
working policy, where our 
employees can work remotely or 
in the o"ce if they choose (or 
both when it suits them). So long 
as they are able to collaborate 
with colleagues in the same 
timezone, they are free to work 
from anywhere.

Focus on Communication 
Now that our teams are more 
remote, we place a great deal of 
emphasis on daily $and-up 
meetings where everyone is kept 
up to date on clients, services and 

a %eciali$ in Continuous 
Delivery, and Martin Thompson, 
an expert in building high-
throughput and low-latency 
sy$ems using Aeron messaging.

Working closely as a team, we 
want people to learn new skills 
from each other. Where some of 
our technologi$s have a 
background in financial markets 
(with several people previously 
working with us at LMAX), others 
bring expertise from a wide range 
of di(erent indu$ries like 
healthcare, video advertising, 
%orts be#ing and automotive.

Rotation between teams is also a 
key part of working at TransFICC. 
This provides exposure to a wide 
range of activities, avoids silos, 
and encourages people to 
improve their skills across a range 
of di(erent a!ivities.

Working with Clients

the growth of the company. 

Quarterly meetups have also 
become more important, 
combining the need to bring  
everyone into the office for 
training, with more social events 
designed to get people together 
in a more relaxed environment. 

Building a Diverse Team
In terms of hiring, we are open 
minded about people’s 
backgrounds and a!ively 
encourage diversity, both in terms 
of previous experience and more 
traditional diversity 
considerations. We value skills 
people have acquired from all 
types of indu$ries as this o&en 
brings fresh ways of approaching 
problems to our team.

What is more important to us are 
the technical skills people bring, 
the way in which they work from a 
process per%e!ive, and their 
communication and collaborative 
working abilities. The right “team 
fit” ensures that we continue to 
work well together in a friendly, 
fun, and challenging work 
environment. 

Building a Great Place to Work 
When we set up TransFICC in 

Our teams work dire!ly with 
clients, which we think saves 
development time, delivers what 
the client wants and produces the 
be$ results.

We demon$rate our so&ware 
early and o&en, with $akeholders 
and clients, releasing in te$ daily, 
which provides a quick feedback 
cycle for our mission critical 
infrastructure. In this way, all our 
technologi$s see the dire! result 
of their work when it is te$ed or 
implemented with clients. 

Working with clients also allows 
people to fully under$and 
business requirements and see 
the impa! of their a!ions. Our 
technologi$s can fully 
under$and client requirements, 
defining and developing so&ware 
to automate %ecific workflows, 
conne!ing to %ecific trading 
venues or, for example, providing 
clients with a Point of Presence 

2016 we built it on our core 
values  openness, honesty, 
transparency, and fun. We wanted 
to have a flat structure, to focus 
on quality, and to all work in a fun 
and collaborative environment. 

To date we have been fortunate to 
sign ten sell-side clients, one 
buy-side and two of the world’s 
large$ exchanges, which refle!s 
the quality of our team. But one of 
our bigge$ challenges continues 
to be a#ra!ing and retaining the 
best talent. 

Six years since launch, and 
culture and values are more 
important than ever to employees 
and to prospective joiners. We 
spend a great deal of time 
interviewing for technology 
positions and ultimately want to 
attract top talent. But equally 
important is the need to retain our 
employees. 

Looking Forward
Covid and the growth of remote 
working have changed employee 
requirements forever, and as a 
firm we have evolved to the point 
where we constantly review our 
work policies, making them as 
flexible as possible. 

A key part of this is taking the 
time to understand why a 
prospective employee either 
chooses to join TransFICC, or 
equally important, why they 
choose a job at a different firm. By 
capturing this feedback our 
employee benefits and policies 
continue to evolve.

“We believe that involving 
people in innovative 
technical work - to solve 
complex Fixed Income 
workflow problems - makes 
work more interesting.”

The battle for  
FinTech talent

Steve Toland
Co-Founder of TransFICC
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The prominent messaging that ran throughout SteelEye’s 
application is that they are creating a culture in which they 

o(er so much more than a “9 to 5” job. Their values resonate
with each employee, purposefully created to refle" individual

needs and allow uniqueness to thrive. True inclusivity underpins 
refle"ive a"ion, particularly when it comes to supporting 

families. The judging panel noted that they possessed a nimble 
nature which them competitive as technologists

in the marketplace- but this doesn’t detract them from the vital
people-orientated approach that makes SteelEye an 

indi&utable Top 1% Workplace.

W I N N E R

The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

Sonovate Commcise

THE BEST  
WORKPLACE 

CULTURE 
(LARGE COMPANY)

SteelEye
The Financial
Technologist
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SteelEye was founded in 
O!ober 2017 and having 
recently celebrated our 
fi&h birthday, it 

encouraged me to refle! on the 
mile$ones we have reached on 
our journey. Starting in a small, 
shared o"ce %ace in London, 
SteelEye now has 100 team 
members across four global 
o"ces in London, New York, 
Braga (Portugal), and Bangalore 
(India) with over 150 clients 
globally. I am incredibly proud of 
what we have built in this short 
amount of time and believe that 
our culture has in many ways been 
the “secret sauce” behind our 
successes to date. 

We have worked hard on our 
culture from day one and I believe 
that the combination of three 
%ecial ingredients is what makes 
it so unique.

People
People are fundamental to our 
culture, and I have learned that it 
is critical to %end time on finding 
the right talent - even if it requires 
more time and resource to find 
the right fit. Equally, when 
something isn’t right it is crucial to 
let people go quickly as the 

impa! of one bad apple, 
particularly when the company is 
small, is significant.

We %end a lot of resource and 
time on nurturing our people and 
making sure the workplace works 
for them. For example, since many 
of our team members have young 
children, we o(er a flexible 
working model which allows them 
to balance their work and parental 
re%onsibilities. We also provide 
private health insurance, 
discounted gym memberships, 
healthy o"ce snacks, and an open 
door for conversation to ensure 
the mental and physical well-
being of our team. 

Another key priority for us is 
se#ing aside time to have fun 
together. This has always been at 
the heart of SteelEye’s culture, 
and we regularly ho$ socials, 
team building a!ivities, and even 
‘bring your kids to work’ days.

Purpose 
We have always had a clear idea 
of what we are here to do and why 
– something we always keep at 
the forefront. We believe that in 
order for financial markets to be 
fair, tran%arent, and robu$, 
regulatory rules mu$ exi$ – but 
meeting those rules does not have 
to be complex or exceedingly 
co$ly. However, when the indu$ry 
relies on outdated legacy systems 
to comply with regulations, that is 
exa!ly what it ends up being. This 
is why we are on a mission to 

make it easy for financial firms to 
accurately and e"ciently comply 
with regulations.

Everyone at SteelEye is 
passionate about this mission and 
this is a key a%e! of our culture. 
We love the idea that we are 
driving positive change, together. 
Having this clear purpose 
continues to motivate me and our 
teams at SteelEye, even when we 
go through tough times.

Potential
Since SteelEye was founded, we 
have always had a clear idea of 
where we are going and the 
growth potential of the firm. We 
are on an incredibly exciting 
journey, and this is something that 
motivates me and everyone at 
SteelEye. For example, we 
recently raised $21M in series B 
funding to accelerate our 
international expansion  which 
means we have exciting growth 
plans across all departments of 
our business. 

As is the nature of a $art-up, 
everyone mu$ work hard to help 
SteelEye reach its potential. 
However, the journey is exciting 
and fulfilling which is why many 
people choose to join or partner 
with us. 

At SteelEye, everyone can be the 
creator of their own de$iny and 
we will always provide the tools to 
help our people excel.

Our culture at SteelEye is 
something we will continue to 
nurture and maintain as we grow. 
We have fo$ered our culture by 
making sure that we 1) have and 
inve$ in the right people, 2) have a 
mission that those people care 
about, and 3) are on a journey that 
people want to be part of. All three 
of these ingredients are required 
for acceleration and growth. 

The three Ps – the 
secret to SteelEye’s 
happy culture

Matt 
Smith, 
CEO of 
SteelEye

POTENTIAL

PEOPLE PURPOSE

4GEQTF�-GGRKPI
5WTXGKNNCPEG
+PVGNNKIGPV�+PUKIJVU

%NQWF�DCUGF�5CC5�RNCVHQTO
EQXGTKPI�VTCFGU��QTFGTU��XQKEG��

UGEWTG�OGUUCIKPI�RNCVHQTOU
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Congratulations to the entire team at Dete"ed for being awarded 
the title of Be! Workplace Culture. Being such a vibrant place to 

work, with a clear focus on allowing individuality to thrive, Dete"ed 
are undoubtedly se'ing the !andard for workplace culture 

across the Financial Services &ace. Empathy is embedded into 
the DNA of the firm, and is evident in their refle"ive and tailored 

approach to employee welfare and growth, which everyone is 
exposed to from day one. And they couple this with an unwavering 
commitment to consi!ent and unending training, bol!ering their 
supportive and growth-orientated nature. We are confident such a 
culture will continue to thrive at Dete"ed, allowing each individual 

to reach new heights, and bring colle"ive success.

W I N N E R

The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

LucinityCledara

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST  
WORKPLACE 

CULTURE 
(SMALL TO MEDIUM 

COMPANY)

Detected
The Financial
Technologist
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T H E  G L O B A L  E X P E R T S  I N  F I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E S  T E C H N O L O G Y  R E C R U I T M E N T

50% of the world’s 
workforce  now, or 
soon will be, working 
‘independently’ in some 

shape or form  and this market 
is growing fast.

Think independent professionals, 
interims, freelancers, consultants, 
contra!ors, self-employed, 
remote and flexible workers, 
digital nomads, hybrid, gig 
workers, side-hu$les etc. and you 
get a sense of the scale. Covid-19 
has only accelerated these 
trends.

Managing the modern 
workforce is incredibly 
challenging.
Your workforce is highly 
fragmented, changing fast and as 
a result, poorly understood and 
poorly served by service 
providers.

The work/life paradigm has 
shifted, and the support services 
and structures have failed to keep 

come from indu$ry and know 
where things are broken and can 
be improved. 

Portabl has been solely designed 
to help our cu$omers a#ra!, 
engage, retain, and care for the 
people that are important to their 
business. And for our members, 
our promise is to save them time, 
money and stress  by creating 
this win/win, Portabl is set to 
become the go to destination for 
this ever-growing workforce of the 
future. 

There are fundamental and 
dynamic changes in the labour 
market  with increasingly new 
forms of ‘employment’ – it is 
important for any hiring 
organisations to under!and 
these shi)s.

The world of work and how we all 
work has fundamentally changed. 
Gone are the days of Monday to 
Friday, 9 to 5, full time 
employment with a large 
company and careers for life. This 
new world of flexible, independent 
and gig-based work has been 
unfolding for a few years but has 
absolutely been accelerated by 
Covid-19 and all of the new 
dynamics introduced into the 
work/life paradigm. Concepts like 
remote, flexible, hybrid  work 

up, not to mention the legal and 
regulatory implications. Therefore, 
it comes as no surprise that old 
employee engagement and 
benefits model  are broken.

Your independent and flexible 
workers have unique, 
individual, and evolving 
requirements and are 
demanding more from the 
marketplace.

Coupled with a global competition 
for talent and rising costs, the 
imperative to take the fir$-mover 
initiative is never more important.

The costs of inaction real
O Time lo$ to recruit & replace
O Co$s incurred to recruit 

 and replace
O Reduced margins from churn 

 and replacement co$s
O Lower engagement 

 and produ!ivity
O Negative impa! on 

 end-client expe!ations

from home have been added on 
top of the new ways of working 
like independent, gig, freelance 
and self-employed. I believe there 
is no going back as the underlying 
patriarchal relationship between 
employer and employee has 
fundamentally changed. People 
will demand flexibility and  

 as much as salary in return 
for their work

From our research, 
independent workers o)en 
find themselves in a precarious 
situation (not always of their 
making) when it comes to the 
way they have chosen to live 
and work. 

We agree with these findings 
100%. The life of an independent 
worker at any stage of life is 
precarious. In simple terms, they 
do not have access to the safety 
net and protections offered by a 
good employer and full time 
employment. We keep our 
thinking quite simple at this 
point… ‘losing your health will 
impa! your ability to earn… and 
losing your ability to earn impa!s 
your health’. So, what can we do 
to help in these areas as a 
$arting point? We think the 
breakdown occurs due to poor 
under$anding of independent 

And that is where Portabl $eps in. 
We help your business a#ra!, 
engage and retain flexible talent 
across your total workforce.

The Portabl e(e"
Portabl is a rich engagement 
pla'orm designed to help your 
‘future of work’ business a#ra!, 
engage, retain, and care for the 
workers or members that are 
important to their business – 
e%ecially those who may work/
live independently under any of 
the above badges.
We do this by providing simple 
access to a range of ‘employee-
like benefits’, designed to support 
the independent professionals 
within your organisation or 
network - e%ecially those who 
may be without the same levels of 
support and service as their 
full-time employed peers.

By conne"ing, prote"ing and 
growing your flexible, 
independent workers  we’re 
creating a happier, healthier 
and more produ"ive workforce 
that’s beneficial to your 
business, to your clients and 
ultimately to the individual and 
their family.

Portabl is a simple, subscription-
based membership service which 
provides your valued independent 
workers with dire! access to 
personalised ‘employee-like’ 
benefits, health and financial 
wellbeing services, rewards and 
incentives, access to a peer 
support network   actionable 
tools, combined with optional, 
flexible and bespoke insurance 
packages.

Portabl has been built by 
freelancers for freelancers – we 
have worked and lived as 
independents and understand the 
pain points well. We have also 

work and the ways of future 
working. ‘Traditional’ insurers and 
finance providers are mo$ly only 
familiar with the ‘traditional’ 
Monday to Friday, 9 to 5, full time 
employment working model. So, 
by default the modern workforce, 
which today accounts for almo$ 
50% of the global workforce, is 
poorly under$ood and therefore 
poorly served.

So where do many of these 
problems begin?
Hi$orically there has been the 
use of a!uarial models in 
analysing risks using pa$ data. 
With little to none, historical data 
available in this new reelance/ ig 

conomy  providers are 
behind the curve  This is the big 
opportunity and why we have 
developed FRISC Score 
(Freelancer Risk) to be#er 
under$and the risks and to be#er 
present the data $ories to our 
partners regarding not only the 
individuals who work in these new 
work-based economies, but also 
the indu$ries they participate in. 
There is so much useful data and 
clever technologies that can be 
incorporated into future 
assessment.

The future of work is now!
Of course, we are going to be 
upbeat about th  future of 
work, flexible, independent, and 
gig-based working models  and it 
is why we have ultimately 
designed the Portabl pla'orm to 
support any type of workforce and 
worker, anytime, across any 
number of professional ‘gigs’, 
anywhere. A big ambition, but with 
50% of the world’s workforce 
currently poorly under$ood, 
poorly served, and poorly 
supported - they need all the help 
you can bring them (and let 
Portabl take that off your to-do 
list)  and will appreciate you more 
for doing so!

“The world of work and 
how we all work has 
fundamentally changed. 
Gone are the days of 
Monday to Friday, 9 to 5, 
full time employment 
with a large company 
and careers for life."

Welcome to 
Portabl – the 
future of work!

Mike Minett and  
Des Matthewman, 
Co-Founder’s, 
Portabl
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The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

The admiration and re&e" each employee harbours for one another 
at Fundipedia truly shone through in their application for The Top 1% 
Workplace Awards- and sees them win a new category for 2022: The 
Team Excellence Award. The culture that thrives in each re&e"ive 

team, and that permeates into a wider company a'itude, allows 
Fundipedia to not only achieve common goals and deliver brilliance 
to their clients, but o(er the marketplace a far more well-rounded, 

diverse solution. Workplace tran&arency underpins this, with open 
communication being vital to the development of this culture of 

re&e" and collaboration. And inherently, Fundipedia are building 
a team environment that retains exceptional talent, and sees each 

person reach unparalleled heights.

W I N N E R

Cassini Sy!ems GenesisTAINA Technology

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE TEAM  
EXCELLENCE 

AWARD

Fundipedia
The Financial
Technologist
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T H E  G L O B A L  E X P E R T S  I N  F I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E S  T E C H N O L O G Y  R E C R U I T M E N T

As a global regulatory 
technology scale up 
creating a workplace 
where technologi$s 

can thrive, growing our 
technology team is not only a 
focus but a priority. So obviously 
we find ourselves asking 
ourselves the question: What 
makes echnologi$  thrive?
At TAINA we believe, regardless 
of industry, echnologists are 
drawn to companies where they 
believe they will be instrumental 
in creating true digital innovation 
and transformation. 
Technologists want to be part of a 
team creating solutions that make 
a difference and help alleviate the 
pain of manual process  for both 
operations teams and their 
customers. We have found this to 
be especially true for 
technologists working in the 
Financial Technology and 
Regulatory Technology 
industries. The key to allowing 
technologist to thrive is allowing 
everyone to have scope to make a 
difference.

Why do technologists prefer 
working for FinTechs? 
Over the years TAINA has had the 
privilege of working with many 
fantastic technologists who have 
helped shape our market leading 

TAINA Platform. In our experience 
many technologists prefer working 
for Fintech or Regtech companies 
for three key reasons:

 Modern Technology Stacks
Working for a Fin ech gives 
technologists the opportunity to 
use the most modern technology 
stacks. With the most up to date 
and newest technology at their 
fingertips, technologist can push 
their own limits and dedicate time 
to training in the new resources 
they have available to them. 

 Wealth of Expert 
Technical Knowledge and 
Experience Working for a 
FinTech means working in a 
smaller, close-knit company where 
junior technologists can have 
access to  wealth of knowledge 
from a team of seasoned senior 
technology professionals and 
industry experts. 

 Safe environment for 
Creativity and Experimentation
FinTech’s create a safe 
environment for creativity and 
experimentation  echnologists 

 put into practice  failing 
fa$  methodology and think 
outside the box without being 
afraid to fail. The key here is to 
ensure there  still a strong focus 

on using be$ pra!ises and 
pu#ing in place a quality gate 
before going live.

Working at TAINA Technology 
At TAINA we are proud of 
empowering technologi$s to 
push the boundaries of the 
indu$ry and themselves to create 
technology solutions that make a 
di(erence and create value for 
our clients and the indu$ry as a 
whole. This is what we believe 
makes us a successful FinTech 
and technology team. 

“Having joined the team ju$ over 
a year ago, the TAINA Way has 
allowed me to Think Big, provide 
$rategy in various tasks and 
processes whil$ also having the 
support from the SLT, 
$akeholders and peers. 

One thing that really $ands out as 
part of this is here at TAINA, it is 
the colle!ive capacity of its 
people that creates the value 
which subsequently leads to 
success.” Robert Borbely, Head 
of QA at TAINA Technology

“Talented people, lways oving 
orward with Interesting 
hallenges and urturing kills 

whilst always iming igh. This 
makes TAINA a group of people 
who always want to be better and 
work together to find solutions and 
raise awareness to help all of our 
clients.” Antony Bingham, 
Software Architect at TAINA 
Technology

Join us on our mission to 
revolutionise regulatory 
compliance!! If you are a 
technologist who’s passionate 
about building cutting edge 
regulatory technology products for 
the world's most sophisticated 
financial institutions, we would 
love to hear from you! 

The dynamics of the 
workplace have been 
forever altered by the 
impact of the  

pandemic, having o(ered the 
opportunity to embrace be#er 
ways of working for the benefit of 
organisations, employers and 
employees. But the que$ion of 
what makes for an exceptional 
workplace $retches far beyond 
how many days a week are %ent 
in the o"ce.

That said, for financial services, 
the emergence of hybrid working 
as the dominant set up has 
presented some unique 
challenges, from tech and 
security issues, to employee 
wellbeing and (perhaps somewhat 
counterintuitively) longer working 
hours and burn out. Businesses 
mu$ seek to allow flexibility and 
re%e! the di(erent needs of 
employees, taking into account 
family situations, home working 
environment  and ease of 
commute. If employees feel 
valued and heard, churn will drop 
- at Conne!d we have a very 
flexible approach to hybrid 
working and the tru$ we place is 
fully reciprocated by the e(ort 
and output of our team.

When our team does work from 
our o"ces, we want to make sure 
that they are maximising their 
time and the value they get from 
working with each other. We’ve 
really $riven to make the o"ce 

%ace an open and collaborative 
%ace that allows the team to 
make the mo$ of the time %ent 
together physically, help to build 
bonds and boo$ the way we can 
work colle!ively. 

The financial se!or has 
traditionally had a very old school 
approach to workplaces with 
managers, SLT’s and CEO’s 
locked away in their o"ces or 
du$y boardrooms, and having 
li#le to no conta! with their wider 
community of colleagues. 
Financial in$itutions need to 
je#ison that way of working and 
ensure that their leaders are 
approachable, accessible and 
accountable - Gen Z are a 
generation who want to 
communicate, value openness 
and more than any generation 
before them, are willing to leave a 
job if it doesn’t tick all their boxes. 
To a#ra! and retain the be$ new 
talent - and so create a dynamic 
and capable team who will be the 
future of your organisation - 
workplaces need to o(er a 
modern and progressive 
environment for their employees.

A culture of communication is a 
huge signifier of an exceptional 
workplace and, for me, having a 
democratic set up extends 
beyond open plan o"ces and 
access to leaders. I’m a huge 
advocate of workplace mentoring 
as a way to build relationships, 
help younger members of teams 

acquire skills and confidence, and 
help managers and leaders 
acquire new skills themselves. 
Mentoring allows more 
experienced employees to share 
knowledge and skills, ensures 
mentees are achieving their aims 
and also $rengthens working and 
interpersonal relationships. 
Mentors are enriched by the 
experience too - I mentor start up 
founders and o&en gain amazing 
insights from these relationships. 

For mentors, ge#ing a ‘bo#om up’ 
per%e!ive can be a real eye 
opener and allow you to see 
problems or opportunities that 
you might otherwise miss  if 
you’re not at the coalface like 
more junior team members. And 
like any professional 
development, mentoring 
demonstrates that your company 
is willing to put the time, effort 
and money into helping your staff 
to grow and improve - all of which 
makes employees feel valued and 
inve$ed in the business.

Finally, and I think mo$ 
importantly of all, a good 
workplace is one that doesn’t 
demand you are always on your 
A-game, always present, and 
always hi#ing every target. Mental 
health is a massive issue, 
e%ecially in the high $ress 
environment of finance, and 
senior leaders should make 
provision for their team members 
to be able to look a&er their 
mental health without fear of 
repercussions. We o(er unlimited 
mental health days at Conne!d, 
no que$ions asked - this is 
hugely appreciated by our team, 
and has a!ually boo$ed 
produ!ivity and workplace 
morale. People are not ju$ 
numbers - treat them like 
individuals and you will have a 
workplace fuelled by collaboration 
and positivity.

Technologists thrive  
in a workplace where  
true digital innovation 
and transformation  
is achieved

People are not just 
numbers- treat them 
like individuals

Roei 
Samuel, 
CEO and 
Founder, 
Connectd

https://www.taina.tech/fatca-crs-validation-platform
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Congratulations to Maple for being awarded the !atus of Be! 
Emerging FinTech in this year’s edition of The Top 1% Workplace 

Awards. Their multi-faceted under!anding of excellence has 
allowed them to build an exceptional firm thus far, and there is 
absolutely more yet to come. There is a clear under!anding of 
what career development looks like at Maple, and employees 

are given access to a plethora of tools to ensure their progress 
is inevitable. From mentorship to explorative company-wide 

meetings, expertise from all verticals is easily accessible. The 
latter allows diversity of thought to thrive- and such healthy

debate and discussion leads to brilliant innovation and creation 
of marketplace solutions. Again, congratulations to the entire 

team at Maple on receiving this accolade.

W I N N E R

The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

TechPas&ort Devron

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST 
EMERGING 
FINTECH  
COMPANY

Maple
The Financial
Technologist
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When writing this I 
initially $arted with 
the produ! and 
how this helps 

buyers and suppliers conne!  it 
is the purpose of TechPassport 
but not the reason that we are 

  the best start up  to work 
for. 

I joined TechPassport 5 months 
ago, and have really enjoyed this 
time, due to the people that I work 
with. The evelopment and 
progression that the company 
has been through within this time 
has been huge, but this has been 
built  determination and 
commitment from the team. 
TechPassport was founded by 
Layla White (CEO) in 2019 just 
before the andemic hit  this is 
the reason that many companies 
who incorporated at that time 
failed. Being hone$, it 

stunted the early growth of the 
company, and where lesser CEOs 
would have taken the safe option 
(rightly so) to $op and find $able 
employment so that they could 
continue to support their families, 
Layla didn’t  he continued to 
drive the company forward as 
much as she could because she 
believed in the idea and believed 
that this would make a difference 
to many companies! 

Over the past couple of years, not 
only have TechPas%ort been 
able to onboard a huge name 
in Morgan Stanley, we have also 
been able to commence Think 
Tanks with 10 of the large$ banks 
in the world. This has happened 
due to commitment from  
whole team at TechPassport, and 
there is a culture of success, 

determination and thinking 
outside the box. 

One of the things that surprised 
me the most about TechPassport 
is the amount of ove that the 
company is show  and how 
inve$ed people are in the 
company. The employees are 
able to have a work life balance, 
they are able to a#end %orts 
days, parents evening, enjoy their 
time o( without worry and $ress. 
This might not sound out of the 
normal for many people but I 
have worked in Fin ech and 
start ups for many years and 
these things don’t come as 
standard. The employees at 
TechPassport are so bought in to 
the company and the vision,  
go above and beyond to make 
sure that the company grows. 
There are also many people who 
do not work for TechPassport 
that are keen advocates of  

, and go out of there way to 
help get us in front of the right 
people as they believe in the 
produ!, and more importantly 
the people. 

To summarise, TechPassport 
is a company built off people with 
an owner that understands and 
drives a family and health first 
culture. This encourages people 
to give more and want to do what 
they can to push the company 
forward.  Employees can have 
their own opinions, raise 
suggestions knowing 
that they will be listened to and 
taken seriously. It’s early days at 
TechPassport but the future is 
bright and exciting, and I am 
looking forward to revisiting this 
article in 2 years’ time to see how 
we have grown in that time.  

We sat down with Harrington 
Starr’s Cu!omer Success 
Dire"or, Carl Charlson, and 
asked him…

Why did you join the  
Cu!omer Success Team  
at Harrington Starr?
I joined the Cu$omer Success 
team to add value to our exi$ing 
clients, helping to shape their 
recruitment processes, and 
become an integral part of their 
hiring- not something all 
recruitment companies can do. 
Also, to work across our o"ces in 
London, New York and Belfa$, 
$rategically identifying clients 
that we know we can add value to, 
was very appealing. All of the 
recruiters within Harrington Starr 
have a  focus  their 
own vertical markets they work in; 
and this makes speaking to 
clients about our offerings much 
easier as I know I can entrust 
every single recruiter in the 
business to deliver on our 
promises.

What does Customer Success 
at Harrington Starr look like?
It has many meanings.  Firstly, it 
is providing a world-class 
recruitment and account 
management strategy for 
delivering quality candidates.  
Secondly, relationships are key to 
our success. We are not 
transactional. What we do very 

well is the promotion of our clients 
to potential candidates. We do 
this by really under$anding what 
it is our clients want.  We are not 
happy to simply box tick and then 
send a candidates profile over; 
our consultants really take the 
time to under$and what makes a 
good candidate for our clients.  
From the per%e!ive of my team, 
we work in collaboration with our 
clients.  Every client has a 
di(erent way of working, so we 
li$en and take the time to know 
how be$ we can work together- 
and if we can identify areas of 
improvement, we work together to 
implement tangible change.  Our 
new clients benefit from our 
indi%utable market %eciali$ 
$atus, and as relationships grow, 
they know they can rely on us- not 
only for recruitment delivery but 
market knowledge sharing, and 
preparation for the future.

How do you make Cu!omer 
Success inevitable?
Making Cu$omer Success 
inevitable relies on the whole 
company pulling together and 
working in the same dire!ion. 
Your success really is our 
business.  From the mo$ junior 
consultant to the mo$ senior 
management within Harrington 
Starr, we are all driven and 
motivated by the la#er notion. We 
are only successful if our clients 

put their tru$ in us and we deliver.  

If you are working within Talent or 
HR, I would ask you to put some 
time aside for us to have a 
conversation.  Dealing with global 
businesses, we under$and that 
hiring managers have limited 
involvement within the wider 
recruitment process.  This is 
where our recruiters get involved. 
They are re%onsible for taking 
detailed job descriptions to 
ensure they exceed expe!ations 
and deliver with the entire firm in 
mind.  If you’re keen to learn more 
on what our team can do for you, 
then do reach out.

What is on the horizon  
for 2023?
In 2023 our team has plans to 
expand internally, giving our 
ever-growing client base an even 
more dedicated account 
management experience. More 
people within our team means 
clients will be o(ered more 
tailored services and the 
opportunity to explore new 
markets with us. I am really 
looking forward to 2023 
personally. It is an exciting time to 
be working at Harrington Starr, 
and with some new proje!s 
happening internally, I can’t wait 
to continue to showcase our work 
and continue to collaborate with 
exceptional clients and 
candidates.

What is the be! way for people 
to get in touch with you?
If you would like to find out about 
the work we are doing with some 
of the world’s mo$ innovative and 
exciting Financial Services & 
FinTech clients, and how you can 
be part of the journey as well, you 
can get in touch through the 
following details:
Email: carl.charlson@
harrington"arr.com 
Tel: 02038548492

“The Development and 
progression that the 
company has been through 
within this time has been 
huge, but this has been 
built of determination and 
commitment from the team.”

Why is 
TechPassport 
the best startʠ 
up to work for?

Customer 
Success at 
Harrington Starr Paul 

Brown, 
COO, 
Tech-
Passport

Carl 
Charlson, 
Customer 
Success 
Director, 
Harrington 
Starr

mailto:carl.charlson%40harringtonstarr.com?subject=
mailto:carl.charlson%40harringtonstarr.com?subject=
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It is the “infinite mindset” that seized Derivative Path the win 
as Be! Technology Team in this year’s Top 1% Workplace 

Awards. A limitless approach to innovation a"ords the team 
the opportunity to create and build solutions that are truly 

redefining the marketplace. Coupled with this is a commitment 
to ensuring the team has access to learning and development 

programmes that elevate their skillsets and unlock new 
potential. Derivative Path’s approach to business is unique, 

being philanthropic, forward-thinking, community-orientated, 
disruptive and client-driven all at once; it’s an approach that will 

undoubtedly set a new !andard for the indu!ry.

W I N N E R

BMLL TaskizeBaymarkets

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST  
TECHNOLOGY 

TEAM

Derivative Path
The Financial
Technologist
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Brickendon holds a genuine commitment to a truly brilliant 
people first strategy. They are shaping  future of work
through their approach to a reflective work-life balance, 

anonymised measurement strategies, and most notably, their 
ability to create multi-talent teams. Brickendon acknowledges 

that talent isn’t isolated to one single geographical location, 
and s embracing the limitless opportunities a new way of

working is with regards to their approach to hiring and
team creation. Virtual working is effective; and backed by 

Brickendon’s strong understanding of their employees and 
their needs, the company is thriving in this new era. 

Congratulations Brickendon on being recognised as The Best 
Workplace for Change & Transformation.

W I N N E R

The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

MultiLynq

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST  
WORKPLACE  

FOR CHANGE AND 
TRANSFORMATION

Brickendon
The Financial
Technologist
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The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022
A !andout a'ribute of FINBOURNE’s talent inve!ment 

!rategy was its multi-dire"ional nature. In a pra"ical sense, 
this means that development and learning opportunities 

aren’t simply deployed in a top-down manner, but rather each 
employee is given a role to play in professional and

personal growth. This means talent investment is tailored and 
responsive to changing needs and personalities. Subsequently, 

the judging panel  the realism that underpinned
FINBOURNE’s approach to talent investment, respecting that 

needs change and so it’s important to maximise each
progression opportunity. This was an immensely competitive 
category- FINBOURNE for winning The
Best Workplace for Talent Investment category in this year’s 

Top 1% Workplace Awards.

W I N N E R

Bloomberg Delta Capita

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST  
WORKPLACE 
FOR TALENT 
INVESTMENT

FINBOURNE
The Financial
Technologist
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In the six years since 
FINBOURNE was founded, the 
company has firmly moved 
into scale-up territory at pace. 

During this time, we have seen 
unprecedented change, both to 
the way we work, the technologies 
in our workplace and the shape of 
the Financial Services indu$ry we 
serve. This changing pace has 
intere$ingly also informed the 
way we design and build solutions 
to successfully solve the data 
challenges our clients face and 
shape the future of global 
inve$ment management. 

At the centre of everything we 
have achieved, are our 
employees. Our people are the 
ones adding the value, 
consi$ently growing and pushing 
the company forward. We know 
that the more our employees 
develop their knowledge, skills 
and aptitude, the more our clients 
and colleagues benefit, and the 
more we grow as a business. 

This mutual growth and benefit is 
what we believe drives the be$ 
kind of talent inve$ment. As a 
Software as a Service (SaaS) 
business, we recognise that our 
employees are our bigge$ asset. 
They contribute to both the 
innovation and produ!ivity we 
can achieve and set a high 
$andard for what we can deliver 
to the external world. 

However, we don’t live in a 
vacuum. We are reali$ic about 
what to expe!, as the world 
changes around us and a new 
generation enters into the talent 
pool. With competition in the 

in ech space at an all-time high, 
and workplace trends changing 
fast, as a in ech, we must 
recognise that employees are 
unlikely to $ay in one place for 
lengthy tenures, let alone their 
whole career. 

management-identified goals. 

We’ve taken the view that each 
individual needs to grow and have 
the right support according to 
their role and requirements. This 
means tailoring what we o(er and 
how we can support the needs of 
each employee, based on the 
skills and knowledge they want to 
achieve. While this is a departure 
from the norm, it has been an 
important feature, creating 
engagement and motivation for 
our employees and a firm plan in 
place for their development. 

‘Continuous learning’ to 
encourage curiosity and 
creativity 
Being at the centre of an agile 
and constantly-moving in ech 
indu$ry, it’s important that our 
employees keep growing too. The 
culture we have built a!ively 
facilitates autonomy and 
independent thought, which we 
believe adds a unique dimension 
to our solution building and 
problem solving, di(erentiating us 
from the crowd.

We’ve therefore made 
‘continuous learning’ a core value. 
Whether a graduate or an SME, 
we encourage our employees to 
always continue developing and 
learning, through mentoring 
schemes, regular knowledge 
sharing sessions and internal 
rotations. The benefits of  
learning from one another all 
point to innovation and resiliency, 
which all businesses need, to 
keep growing.

We know we can’t do it all alone 
though. No business can or 
should, given the value external 
partnerships and learning 
opportunities o(er. Many of us will 
recall the memorable and 
valuable experiences had during 
our school and university years 

This is why we’ve chosen to focus 
on delivering a workplace culture, 
programs and training that are 
based on mutual benefit; ensuring 
employees get the most out of 
their time at FINBOURNE, whil  
giving our clients and teams the 
be$ of each individual. 

We believe there are three core 
pillars to talent investment that 

in echs should consider:

O Employee-led development 
O Continuous learning 
O People-fir! mindset 

(as well as some not so valuable 
but certainly fun moments!). We 
want to recreate that curiosity and 
creativity through a variety of 
courses and a dedicated 
curriculum, supported by 
%eciali$ providers, that broaden 
and consolidate the skills of our 
employees. 

Ge#ing here has been a learning 
curve but through open dialogue 
with employees, we under$and 
that one size doesn’t fit all. We 
need to o(er employees learning, 
training, qualifications or 
certifications that are more 
unique or be%oke to their role, or 
which they feel can add value to 
their day to day under$anding of 
the indu$ry or their area of 
%ecialism. 

Promoting tru! and 
tran&arency with a people-
fir! mindset  
Tru$ and tran%arency have 
always been at the forefront of our 
mission and with disruption now 
par for the course, it is critical for 

in echs to talk to the workforce 
as humans first, employees 
second. Nurturing a flexible, open 
and collaborative culture, 
supports both wellbeing and 
confidence, as well as promoting 
the transparency that will lead to 
greater tru$. 

As a challenger to the ‘closed 
sy$ems’ of incumbent providers, 
we live and breathe openness, 
with an open pla'orm that 
removes ine"ciencies and 
enables clients to make be#er 
inve$ment decisions. It is only 
natural that this openness 
traverses our way of working, from 
the sharing of methodologies and 
processes, to contributing to 
open so&ware, with publicly 
accessible APIs. It is also an 
a#ra!ive proposition for a new 
generation of technologi$s 

Empowering employees to lead 
their own development 
At FINBOURNE, we have some of 
the mo$ talented and creative 
problem solvers and thinkers in 
the indu$ry, from developers and 
technologi$s, to produ! 
managers and business 
%eciali$s. We recognise that 
many of these are highly 
motivated individuals, with a 
hunger for ambition, so they 
should be in the driving seat when 
it comes to their own 
development, rather than the 
traditional route of line 

looking to make an impa! in  
the world.

Talent and business growth are 
not mutually exclusive 
When we combine these three 
pillars, we deliver a $rong 
workplace environment in which 
our employees can thrive. There 
are no wrong answers at 
FINBOURNE because we believe 
in the right to fail. We discuss, 
learn and grow from mi$akes, to 
arrive at the right answer together 
and reach the be$ possible 
solution for clients.

We don’t believe talent and 
business growth are mutually 
exclusive, or that one comes at 
the expense of the other – if 
anything they go hand in hand. 

This next $age of our evolution is 
an exciting time for FINBOURNE 
and full of opportunities to learn 
and gain re%onsibility in a short 
%ace of time. As we continue to 
scale-up in a newly hybrid world, 
we are further evolving our way of 
working, to enable a desirable 
and healthy work-life balance, 
whil  preserving our strong 
culture.

We know the solutions we are 
introducing to the market will 
have a significant impact on 
improving motivation and 
happiness at our client 
organisations. It’s only natural  
that we nurture and invest in  
our talent, to secure growth  
and prosperity for each  
individual, for our clients and  
our business –equally.

In an evolving 
world, talent 
investment 
must be built on 
mutual growth

Rosie Richards
Head of HR,  
FINBOURNE Technology
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The Top 1% Workplace Awards 2022

Congratulations to the Talent Team at Marex for their success 
in this year’s Top 1% Workplace Awards! Marex is a value-driven 

organisation, and this is highly refle"ed in their recruitment 
process. Harbouring unwavering re&e" for the centrality 
of exceptional talent; placing collaboration at the heart of 

operations; e(e"ively adapting to an ever-evolving landscape; 
elevating the importance of integrity in driving meaningful 

relationships; and a keen commitment to talent development- 
the team at Marex are doing exceptional work to redefine the 

talent experience in Financial Services.

W I N N E R

Capital on Tap 10x Banking

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST  
INTERNAL  

TALENT TEAM

Marex
The Financial
Technologist
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It was the thoroughness and conscious thought put into the 
onboarding process that saw the judging panel sele" Cala!one as 

the winner of The Be! Employee Onboarding category in The Top 1% 
Workplace Awards. There is an acute under!anding that not only is 
onboarding a journey that continues beyond the remits of day one, it 
!arts well before then too. There is an a"ive e(ort to eliminate bias 
in the recruitment process, ensuring each candidate is judged upon 

criteria that allows individuality to be a !rength, not a drawback- and 
hence diversity of candidates becomes the norm. And from day one, 

cross-team connections are formed, with a company-wide buddy 
system ensuring extensive professional and personal exposure is 

. It is brilliant to see the onboarding process at Calastone be
the cornerstone of a progressive, industry-leading culture.

W I N N E R

BCB Cashflows

H I G H L Y  C O M M E N D E D

THE BEST  
EMPLOYEE  

ON-BOARDING 
EXPERIENCE

Calastone
The Financial
Technologist
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Astart up environment is 
something a lot of 
people crave, e%ecially 
the new generation of 

talent looking for their fir$ role or 
next challenge. When 
researching ‘start up 
environment’, the common 
results include; creativity, 
problem solving, open 
communication and a flat 
hierarchy. But how do you 
maintain this desired 
environment as  start-up 
inevitably grows with success? 
BCB Group have had to tackle 
this in the last 9 months as our 
headcount has increased 157%.

As a People Team, our customers 
are our People. We’re supporting 
the next generation of leaders, 
the experts in the crypto industry 
and overall a group of incredibly 
hungry, ambitious people as the 
leading provider of business 
accounts and trading services for 
the digital asset economy. As a 
group of colleagues, we have a 
genuine respect for the fact that 
we are all humans with a valued 
skillset  we are not a number or 
resource there to fill a gap and 
get a job done. Maintaining this 
personable approach is achieved 
with the buy-in of leadership truly 
believing this. Regardless of how 
quickly the client base grows or 
how the demands on colleagues 
increase, our people are the key 

to success. Our CEO, Oliver von 
Landsberg-Sadie, regularly 
reminds us that he never wants to 
be the smarte$ person in the 
room, he con$antly wants to be 
challenged and notified of new 
ideas, regardless of where you’re 
at in your career. 

So how have we managed it? 
Keeping our recruitment $andard 
high has been pivotal. Even in 
times of de%eration, when 
resources are a $ruggle and 
workloads are creeping up, we 
keep the focus on hiring right, not 
hiring quick. Our recruitment 
mantra is “it’s either a hell yes or 
it’s a no”, this means the 
identified talent can  bring a new 
per%e!ive to the company, are 
brought into our mission, can 
contribute to our success, but 
mo$ importantly, fit into the  
team and enhance the culture 
we’ve created. 

We’ve continued to keep the 
focus on the things we know are 
important to our colleagues 
through continuous feedback and 
maintaining an open door policy. 
We’ve introduced our Shadow 
Board, a group of our mo$ junior 
colleagues passionate about 
improving the colleague 
experience at BCB, introduced 
with the aim of bridging the gap 
between junior colleagues and 

ExCo. The Shadow Board meet 
with their peers, li$en to their 
concerns and take their que$ions 
or feedback to ExCo with the 
purpose of ensuring opinions at 
all levels are heard and a!ed 
upon. The Shadow Board have 
introduced  Coffee Roulette, 
encouraging colleagues to meet 
each other informally over a 
coffee  Difficult Questions 
Tuesday, a chance for all 
colleagues to ask their burning 
que$ions to ExCo in a live se#ing 
with no preparation. These are 
ju$ some examples of the 
success of Shadow Board. 

But what really ma#ers to people 
is how we reward them for their 
hard work. We continuously 
review our benefits and policies, 
making sure they are competitive 
and in line with what our 
colleagues expe! and value. Of 
course this is tough alongside 
managing company budgets but 
we make sure we make changes 
in line with what is important to 
our colleagues. We have 
transformed our legacy 
procedures to align with our ever 
changing organisation and to 
remain in-keeping with our 
values  A prime example of this is 
our onboarding experience, 
enhancing it to ensure every 
colleague joining the business 
feels valued and clear on the 
deliverables expe!ed of them; 
this is achieved in the form of  
a tailored onboarding  
programme put together by the 
new $arter’s manager. 

Enhancing and maintaining 
company culture is never a  
job that can be ticked o( a li$;  
it’s an ongoing proje! but it’s  
an exciting one. My key  
takeaway: culture isn’t created  
by the People Team, it’s created 
and maintained by the people in 
the business. 

Finceler8 is an outsourced 
business development and 
sales organisation 
accelerating the 

commercial engagement 
between strong performing 

in ech companies and financial 
in$itutions.  

We are passionate about 
supporting FinTechs that hold 
Diversity, Equity, Inclusion as a 
high priority and that also have a 
positive social impa!.  
At Finceler8 we recognise the 
importance of these DEI 
initiatives and we observe the 
successful outcomes that our 
clients are experiencing due to 
the diversity of thought within 
their organisations. We have 
emulated these initiatives by 
ensuring our team is gender 
diverse, culturally diverse and 
demographically diverse.  This 
deliberate approach to team 
building has led to a culture where 
all team members’ opinions are 
expressed, voices are heard and 
there is an open channel of 
communication.  

In order to be e(e!ive as a team 
we have a range of di(erent 
thinking $yles, personalities, 
cultural connections and career 
backgrounds, which have all lead 
to accessing a variety of global 
networks.  This ultimately 
supports our in ech clients, who 
in turn benefit from our collective, 
extensive networks.  
It positions us well to 
commercially engage financial 
in$itutions and FinTechs from all 
corners of the globe and it 
increases the outreach that we 
can facilitate on behalf of our 
clients.  

One of the ways that we put all of 
this into a!ion is we hold regular 
sessions which are an opportunity 
for everyone to share their 

thoughts on what is working and 
not working within the firm.  This 
could be from a $rategy 
per%e!ive, management 
per%e!ive or indeed any other 
element.  It is designed to be a 
comfortable, safe pla'orm for 
everyone to feel they are 
conne!ed and can %eak with no 
embarrassment or concern.  
To attract and maintain team 
members  which in turn attracts 
and maintains relationships with 

in ech clients and financial 
institutions  we foster an 
environment that is culturally 
aware and culturally curious, that 
empowers team members to 
bring their authentic selves to  
the workplace. 

As a team we enjoy raising our 
awareness of the world around us 
and engaging in it.  Learning 
about new cultures $imulates 
di(erent ideas and the diverse 
opportunities that it facilitates 
makes our business more 
interesting.  

As Malcolm Forbes said, 
Diversity is the art of thinking 

independently together.

Our team members engage in 
philanthropic a!ivities: 
Kenzy Goodwin, Chair of 
100WFinTech, a global visibility 
initiative part of 100WF  David 
Sayers, chool overnor of the 
Osmani Primary School. 

Successful FinTech 
entrepreneurs boa$ many 
commendable qualities that 
define them in their professional 
lives and personal lives: 
resilience, curiosity, self-
motivation, the persi$ence of 
being life-long learners and the 
ability to think outside the box.  

Building a team  
unconventional and conventional 
problem-solving  is key to us 
fulfilling our ambition. 

The DEI actions are constantly 
being considered, updated and 
improved.  It is  work in progress 
for all of us and we are already 
enjoying the rewards.  

The journey to achieve optimal 
diversity of thought and to 
maintain it comes with its 
obstacles which provide us with 
valuable lessons.  

Maintaining the 
culture of a startʠ
up in a scaleʠup 
environment

DEI and  
the FinTech  
entrepreneur Rachel 

Ramsay, 
People 
Manager, 
BCB 
Group

Kenzy Goodwin,  
Jon Carp and David 
Sayers, Finceler8
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Chosen from across all applications this year, The 
Top 1% Leadership Award was given to an 
individual that truly embodies the innovation, 
excellence and positivity that is synonymous with 
those at the peak of our indu!ry. 

Paul Humphrey, CEO of BMLL, is the recipient of 
this year’s Top 1% Leadership Award! Having led 
the company through two phenomenal funding 
rounds, he is in!rumental in driving inevitable 
success, and creating a firm that is expertly 
positioned for an incredibl  future.

Whil! the judging panel returned with exceptional 
feedback for Paul, we wanted to hear from the 
team at BMLL dire"ly, and why they believe Paul is 
an obvious recipient of the award:

“It’s an absolute pleasure to work with Paul. 
Undoubtedly his drive, vision and commitment to 
the business has been transformative. He in&ires 
the whole company with a real sense of shared 
purpose for our mission; under Paul’s leadership I 
am certain of future success for BMLL.” – David 
Robinson, Chief Technology O*cer

“Paul leads with convi"ion and integrity. His 
authenticity and commitment in&ires each 
member of our team as our company develops and 
grows. Paul’s clear passion, drive and vision for 
BMLL shone when I fir! met with him, and that has 
continued every day since. Paul empowers each 

person to contribute and take ownership, and 
take pride in their individual contribution to  
our continued success.” – Leonie Alsop, Head  
of Marketing

“When I fir! met Paul, I was !ruck by his 
openness, clarity and focus on the mission.  
I came away with confidence that this was a  
leader that I could follow. He consi!ently  
in&ires, and I find the tran&arency he provides 
refreshing. He commands a level of tru! I  
have rarely encountered, he in!ils belief in the 
mission and the !a(. He leads from the front,  
but ju! as importantly he ensures his people  
are aligned with the same values and walk the 
same path he treads. That’s leadership.”
Ming Fung , Team Lead

“When Paul sets out his vision for BMLL, you 
li!en. He maps it out with a passion and 
convi"ion so !rong that it is impossible not to 
follow him. More importantly, you put your tru! in 
him because you know that he not only believes in 
that vision but knows what we need to do to 
achieve it. This is what makes him a true leader.”
Angie Sadler, Head of People

Congratulations to Paul and the entire team at 
BMLL on winning the inaugural Top 1% Leadership 
Award. It encapsulates the fanta!ic work you have 
all been doing throughout the year, and te!ament 
to Paul’s “passion”, “convi"ion” and “vision”.

W I N N E R

Paul Humphrey 
CEO, BMLL

THE TOP 1% 
LEADERSHIP 

AWARD

The Financial
Technologist
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What is culture? 
Many define it as 
the shared values, 
beliefs, or 

perceptions held by employees 
within an organisation.  They are 
partly right.  However, I think the 
diversity, chemi"ry, integrity and 
passion people bring to the table 
all play a contributing role in 
building the right culture. It takes 
a village as they say, but one 
"ru#ured as such so that there 
is a sense of community fo"ered 
on tru", humility and hone"y 
foremo" in conjun#ion with 
skills and experience. If you 
make people feel like they 
belong, success will mo" surely 
follow. I like to look at the 
Hershey "ory as a good 
example. Here’s a company that 

is due to hidden co"s from 
banks and brokers which has 
subsequently led to a lack of 
tru".  As a result, when it comes 
to communications and dealings 
with newer in ech providers 
such as Freemarket, businesses 
expe# complete tran$arency 
and no longer accept 
in"ru#ions without proper 
reasoning or ju"ification.  
Freemarket has thus ensured a 
business model that satisfies 
this level of tran$arency 
expe#ed. This centres around 
their processes in place for 
onboarding, co"s, cu"omer 
support and continuity of 
service. They are heavily 
commi%ed to cu"omer 
communications and support 
around service changes with 
both digital and human touch 
reach outs.  As such, they have 
managed to acquire 500+ 
clients and maintain a 90%+ 
retention since inception based 
on their way of operating. 

In terms of workplace 
tran$arency, cultural trends and 
human behaviour have proven to 
show that people like people 
whom they can rely on and tru".  
In a work environment that 
translates to feeling valued, 
fulfilled and happy. Happy and 
engaged employees tend to put 
their be" foot forward and work 
passionately and collaboratively 
to make a company successful. 
So how do you to get to that "ate 
as a business? 

Freemarket has been working 
hard to create an ‘open’ 
environment for its employees, 
encouraging the essence of 
clear communication, 
collaboration and understanding, 
over governing with fear and 
intimidation.  The company has 
developed a philosophy of 
sharing information freely that 

100 years later "ill in$ires 
loyalty and community. They’ve 
fought over numerous takeover 
a%empts and weathered some 
heavy "orms. I think culture had 
a defining role in that "ory. 

So how do you build the right 
culture?  In an era of high tech 
and innovation where 
‘convenience’ and $eed ma%ers 
mo", Freemarket is a modern-
day example of a culture being 
built right. Since its inception in 
2016, the company has been 
successful in its approach by 
focusing on people, processes 
and technology. Notice how I 
placed people fir" because this 
is exa#ly what the company has 
prioritised from the "art and a 
key reason behind its growth and 

benefits both the organisation 
and its people  rom quarterly 
town halls to e"ablish open 
communication between 
leadership and employees, to 
the tooling and communication 
pla&orms in place to share and 
track information. There is a 
"rong level of commitment from 
leadership to be tran$arent 
around expe#ations, mi"akes, 
setbacks, feedback, revenue, 
and other metrics. Supporting 
employees across health and 
wellbeing as well as installing 
checks and balances, whilst 
providing opportunities to grow 
and excel ,are also high on their 
agenda for focus.  In return, 
employees have been 
commi%ed to asking que"ions 
and sharing feedback, 
challenges, and ideas.

One final thought on operating 
with tru" and tran$arency in a 
workplace is demon"rating 
humility. When people think of 
great business leaders today, 
they think of celebrity 
influencers like Je' Bezos and 
Elon Musk. No doubt they’re 
visionaries, but are they humble? 
A survey published in the Journal 
of Management found that 
humble leaders in$ired more 
e'e#ive teamwork, higher-
performing leadership teams, 
and "ronger coordination 
around overall goals. Several 
senior and executive colleagues 
I $oke with at Freemarket said it 
was their interview with both the 
CEO and CCO that sealed the 
deal for joining, myself included. 
The air of humility they brought 
to the discussions was 
refreshing!

Collaborating for success—
there is no ‘I’ in Team
“Coming together is a beginning, 
"aying together is progress, and 
working together is success” 

high retention rate with both 
employees and cu"omers.  In 
ju" under two years the 
company has made the leap 
from small seed start-up to 
growing in ech with near 100 
employees now under service. 
With a "rong emphasis on hiring 
the right talent, market 
expansion and enhancing their 
SaaS platform, it’s no wonder 
they recently ranked #12 in The 
Sunday Times 100, Britain's 
fa"e"-growing private 
companies*. Let’s look at their 
‘magic sauce’ for success. 

Hiring for cultural add—not fit 
No doubt, hiring the right people 
is an important way of building a 
"rong company culture. 
Seemingly then, hiring for 
‘cultural fit’ is the right way to go. 
Wrong. Asking candidates what 
they value in a company and 
gauge if they align with your 
culture or not can seem like the 
logical approach, but it can 
foster an environment of the 
same thinking, leaving little room 
for disruption and innovation, 
which is what is critical to any 
new company looking to grow. 
In"ead, hiring for culture add is 
the trend today and deployed at 
Freemarket. Asking what 
candidates can bring to the 
company that will move the 
culture in the right dire#ion is 
perhaps a be%er approach. 
Some companies may choose to 
use testing techniques to 
establish this, but beware, as 
sometimes candidates may te" 
well but lack the emotional 
intelligence or ability to 
manoeuvre appropriately in 
conversations and dealings. 

Operating with Tru!  
and Tran&arency
In the B2B payments indu"ry it’s 
well known that moving money 
across borders is expensive. This 

– Henry Ford

I’ll be hone", the word 
collaboration can feel like a buzz 
word, but  reality is it works if 
done right. But don’t take my 
word for it, mother nature 
answered that que"ion for us 
with a flock of geese.  Let’s face 
it, people and organisations alike 
thrive when working in an 
environment where collaboration 
is a part of its foundation. When 
everybody comes together and 
works as one, workflows become 
smoother, tasks can be achieved 
fa"er and e'e#ively and 
produ#ivity can be improved. 
Without a doubt, this in turn 
encourages healthier 
relationships, boo"s morale, li!s 
motivation levels, and benefits 
all "akeholders. And at the heart 
of it all sits mindset and culture.

Companies need to empower 
employees to fir" work at levels 
of independence and to then 
shi! that mindset to one of 
‘interdependence’ or 
collaboration for a truly high 
performing organisation. You can 
be an out"anding marketer for 
in"ance but if you are not 
aligned with your sales and 
relationship management teams 
it won’t work. 

I’d say Freemarket has done well 
to encourage collaboration in 
their workplace. From setting up 
a shared company wide goal 
scheme and regular cross-
departmental catchups, to 
implementing employee 
feedback surveys, monthly 
updates, and town halls—the 
company has taken steps to 
ensure    

 

Building the right 
culture for your 
FinTech:  A look at 
Freemarket

Mia Mohamed, VP 
Marketing, Freemarket

* The league 
table takes on 
the baton from 
The Sunday 
Times Fast Track 
100 series, which 
celebrated 
the country's 
leading 
entrepreneurs 
for 24 years. 
The 2022 
league table is 
supported by 
Barclays Private 
Bank and DHL 
Express.

CELEBRATING  
EXCELLENCE:  
SPOTLIGHT FEATURE

https://hersheystory.org/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0149206315604187?mod=article_inline
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0149206315604187?mod=article_inline
https://www.billgosling.com/blog/5-things-geese-can-teach-you-about-teamwork
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We’ve been asked to 
share what we, at 
Working Wonder, 
think is a great 

place to work- but we are going to 
$art by changing the que$ion! 
We believe that the question we 
need to answer is  hat makes a 
great working environment? 
We believe that lockdown (de%ite 
its many challenges) has been a 
gi& in that it has shaken up 
working culture and given us the 
opportunity to evolve how and 
where we work. The term ‘place’ 
feels physical and predominantly 
o"ce based; whereas an 
‘environment’ feels more open 
and nurturing, a %ace for growth 
and evolution, not one rooted to 
one %ot. A simple language 
change can help to shi& the 
narrative and to shi& mindsets 
from fixed ones to a more positive 
and growth orientated one, which, 
in turn, will allow you to explore 
and create a great working 
environment in which everyone 
can thrive. 

under"and as a team how you 
be" fun#ion. Communication is 
key and that "arts with ensuring 
that you properly li"en to each 
other and take time to 
under"and how to get the be" 
out of each other, and work 
together to create a working 
environment that empowers you 
as a colle#ive to deliver your 
be" work. This can be a great 
thing to workshop as a team and 
you’ll be surprised about how 
much you learn. 

4. Understand how you 
work happy
Ask yourself this que"ion: What 
happens to you when you are 
unhappy? Does it a'e# how you 
behave? How you communicate 
with others? How you process 
thoughts? Does it consume you? 
Do you block it out for it to come 
back another day? We’ve all 
experienced unhappiness at 
some "age and there is no 
denying it has an impa#. 
If you are unhappy at work it 
can get in the way of you being 
able to bring your be" self to 
work and in turn do your be" 
work. It’s a di"ra#ion and it can 
impa# your mental health, 
therefore under"anding what 
you need from your role and from 
the people you work with is key. 
The same goes for 
under"anding what makes your 
colleagues happy at work too. To 

We call this approach ‘going 
forwards to work’ as it allows you 
to create a new playbook and use 
it as the foundation to evolve and 
develop as you go. So how can 
you do that? 

 It’s important to 
acknowledge that there isn’t a 
one-size-fits-all working 
environment
We all have different ways of 
working, process information in 
different ways and do our best 
work in different locations at 
different times of the day. 
Raising your self-awareness 
about what environment best 
suits you is the first step. The 
second step is clearly 
communicating that to your 
colleagues so that they can 
understand how they can 
support you in creating 
environments in which you can 
thrive and vice versa. 

 Empower and upskill your 
leaders
Don't underestimate the 

share some data with you, 
research has proven that when 
we are happy at work we are 
three times more creative, 
innovative and produ#ive,  
which in turn of course has a 
positive impa# on the bo%om 
line, as well as retaining and 
a%ra#ing talent. 

Work happiness is therefore good 
for you as an individual, good for 
your team and good for business, 
and maintaining an open dialogue 
with yourself (self-awareness 
about what makes you happy) and 
your team will put you in good 
stead for creating a great, 
positive and inclusive working 
environment. 

influence of your leaders in 
creating a great place to work. 
It’s a key time to refresh 
leadership, adju" the tone and 
upskill their leadership "yles. 
During the pandemic much has 
been wri%en about how leaders 
need to evolve their "yle and 
adopt new leadership traits such 
as kindness, compassion, 
vulnerability and collaboration. 
We really like this framework in 
The Everyone Economy report by 
the CMI (Chartered Management 
In"itute) as they acknowledge 
that there is a new model for 
inclusive leadership around 
these five key elements. 

3. Communication is key
Creating a great working 
environment exi"s beyond the 
individual. Yes, everyone has 
their own unique way of working 
but it’s also essential that you 

As qualified career coaches, we 
can’t help but end this article with 
a couple of coaching que$ions 
which will help you to explore how 
you can create a positive working 
environment for yourself and your 
team: 
O Do you think you currently 
have a great working 
environment? 
O What can you do to create a 
great working environment? 
O Are the leaders enabling and 
influencing a great working 
environment? 
O Are you happy at work? 
O What can you do to be happier 
at work? 

At Working Wonder we are in the 
business of creating work 
happiness. We work with leaders 
and organisations to identify 
business and people challenges 
and provide training and coaching 
solutions which empower them to 
create positive and inclusive 
working environments, processes 
and pra!ices in which everyone 
can thrive. 

“Ask yourself this question: What 
happens to you when you are 
unhappy? Does it affect how you 
behave? How you communicate  
with others? How you process 
thoughts? Does it consume you?”

This is what change 
looks like: a new model 
for inclusive leadership

Happier 
employees  
are more 
productive

Demonstrate 
increased 
creativity 
and ability to 
problem solve

Highly engaged 
teams show 
greater 
ˣ˥ˢЃ˧˔˕˜˟˜˧ˬ

of employees at 
companies that 
support well-
being initiatives 
are more likely 
to recommend 
their company 
as a good place 
to work

1 2
34

5

What makes  
a great place 
to work?

PROCESS-BASED  
V. HOLISTIC LEADERSHIP

STRATEGIC 
AWARENESS AND 

INTEGRATION

DATADELIBERATE  
PRACTICE

BUILDING 
TRUST

31%

3X

21%

89%
Calli Louis and  
Nichola Johnson-
Marshall, Co-Founders, 
Working Wonder

Source

Gallup 2013, 
American 
Psychological 
Association 
2005, McKinsey 
'Delivering 
through 
diversity', Jan 
2018
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Afew years ago, the idea 
that virtual worlds 
could exi" in which we 
might condu# 

relationships, enter into financial 
transactions, create, buy and sell 
works of art and otherwise 
engage as we do in the ‘real 
world’ was unthinkable. But here 
we are. 

There is no que"ion that today’s 
financial markets are undergoing 
a seismic shi! in new 
technologies and processes. 
And it’s not ju" a single 
technological shi!; a slew of new 
‘frontier’ technologies is evolving 
concurrently, driving immense 
change and heralding a new era 
in global finance. 

Blockchains, distributed ledger 
technology and digital assets, 
including tokens and 
cryptocurrencies, are key 

It is not ju" a que"ion of the 
convergence of traditional and 
decentralised finance "ru#ures 
and produ#s either. The 
“convergence ecosy"em” 
inve"ment thesis coined by 
venture capital form Outlier 
Ventures envisages a future in 
which data captured by the 
Internet of Things (IoT) is 
managed by blockchains, 
automated by AI, and monetised 
by cryptocurrency and/or 
cryptographic tokens. 
Decentralised Finance will likely 
combine with the Internet of 
Things (IoT), creating new 
opportunities for automation of 
financial services. 

Although convergence is 
happening, there are a number 
of fa#ors impa#ing the pace of 
change, not lea" a lack of 
under"anding of these 
technologies at senior levels of 
business and within policy-
making circles. 

As the increasing 
‘ele#ronification’ of financial 
markets processes shows, 
technology-led innovation has 
the potential to make many 
traditional capital markets 
processes redundant, which can 
con"rain the enthusiasm with 
which new technologies are 

components of a digital 
technology revolution that is 
bringing together technological 
innovation, Artificial Intelligence 
(AI), the ‘internet of things’ (IoT) 
and other technology-led trends, 
such as the creation of the 
metaverse, to drive fundamental 
change in the ways we inve", 
trade, transa# and otherwise  
do business.  

The fa"-accelerating volume 
and value of digital assets within 
decentralised finance 
infra"ru#ures, measured in 
billions of dollars, is clear 
evidence that the world has 
moved on from a limited number 
of tech-savvy individuals 
speculating in bitcoin, to the 
emergence of digital assets as 
an asset class in their own right. 

The rise of cryptocurrencies and 
tokenisation has led to the 

embraced by traditional 
participants.  

While there may be some 
movement, albeit cautious, with 
re$e# to embracing digital 
assets within diversified 
inve"ment por&olios, this 
professional inve"ment 
community is also more 
cognisant of the need for 
appropriate regulation to prote# 
themselves, their clients and 
inve"ors from ‘bad a#ors’.  

At the same time, technology 
providers o'ering financial 
produ#s should, according to 
many, be subje# to the same 
rigour and regulation around 
tran$arency, capital adequacy 
and risk exposure as traditional 
regulated firms. (“Same 
business, same risks, same 
rules”).

Forming a predi#able regulatory 
regime will be key to 
accelerating the convergence of 
traditional and decentralised 
finance, as well as to further 
inve"ment in this transition.

Interoperability is a particularly 
tough nut to crack, with multiple 
blockchains and diverse 
fun#ionalities that o!en do not 
work together. For example, yield 

creation of a whole range of new 
digital assets beyond Bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrencies. Security 
tokens are the digital form of 
traditional, fungible securities, 
such as bonds, equities  
property. Meanwhile some 
tokens act more like traditional 
commodities or utilities, giving 
users access to $ecific goods 
and services. Non-Fungible 
Tokens (NFTs) typically represent 
a unique item such as a piece of 
art, a colle#ible fashion piece or 
a performance. 

The era of convergence  
is here 
While all of this rapid innovation 
is taking place, many proponents 
of this new, shiny, decentralised 
finance ecosy"em have 
recognised that financial 
markets – and market 
behaviours – don’t change 
overnight. To navigate 
successfully from old to new, and 
to shape a financial 
infra"ru#ure fit for the future, 
innovators and disruptors "ill 
need to partner with indu"ry 
incumbents, in terms of 
inve"ment and business 
collaboration. 

While the wider context for 
digital transformation and 
convergence  a 
fundamental shift from the 
“internet of information” to the 
“internet of value transfer” and 
to Web 3.0, we remain, at this 
time, very much in transition 
mode.

There are always, of course, 
obstacles to navigate, including 
the pace of implementation, 
development of appropriate 
supervisory and regulatory 
environments and, overcoming 
specific technical challenges of 
blockchain interoperability.

farming (where inve"ors search 
for the be" returns using DeFi 
pla&orms) is not easily done 
across multiple blockchains. 

Digital ID is another challenge.  
More "andardised forms of 
digital identity are an imperative 
to make it quicker for people to 
verify themselves (and/or to be 
verified) by multiple providers. 
While KYC utility services do 
exi", a "andardised and truly 
utilitarian digital ID service – 
particularly with re$e# to 
blockchain/DLT participation - 
would $eed up the pace of 
convergence considerably.

Initial circum$e#ion from 
traditional financial markets 
participants about new 
‘disruptor’ technologies, and 
indu"ry su$icion of their intent 
beyond scams and frauds, is 
giving way increasingly to a 
greater readiness to embrace 
change (and to look more 
rigorously at the enormous 
opportunities that they present). 

There is, however, a clear need 
for market participants to work 
together to bridge the gap 
between traditional financial 
markets infra"ru#ures and new 
technologies, produ#s and 
services. Collaboration and 
cooperation between the ‘old 
guard’ and the ‘disruptors’ will be 
a critical fa#or of success in 
e'e#ing a seamless transition. 

“The rise of cryptocurrencies 
and tokenisation has led 
to the creation of a whole 
range of new digital assets 
beyond Bitcoin and other 
cryptocurrencies”

Traditional and 
decentralised 
®nance: the era 
of convergence

Helen Disney, Director, 
The Realization Group
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SMEs and "art-up 
entrepreneurs in many 
ways represent the 
“squeezed middle”. They 

are typically hit harde" in times 
of crisis – be it Covid, inflation or 
rocketing energy co"s. But 
these two groups are also likely 
to be more digitally savvy and 
adaptable and, as such, 
represent a significant force for 
change. They are much more 
willing to embrace change in 
traditional financial services 
provision, particularly with the 
advent of e-money accounts. 
According to the FCA, more than 
half of SMEs (56%) have decided 
to change their business models 
in re$onse to changing market 

Some 88.9% of re$ondents 
(with at lea" an intere" in digital 
assets) rated security as top of 
the li" (5/5) in terms of 
importance, followed by trust at 
75.9%, and ease of access in 
third place at 63.0%.

A deeper dive into the results 
looked at how re$ondents’ 
involvement with digital assets 
or cryptocurrencies a'e#ed 
their re$onses. For those with 
digital assets and/or 
cryptocurrencies as a core 
business focus, over half (54.2%) 
were less than satisfied overall 
with their current account 
provider.  (On the other hand, 
only 14.3% of businesses with no 
digital remit were less than 
satisfied).

Similarly, 92% of businesses with 
a core focus on digital assets 
and/or cryptocurrencies rated 
the cu"omer services of their 
account provider as average or 
less than satisfa#ory. 
Conversely, 85.7% of businesses 
with no intere" in digital assets 

conditions, with the majority 
leaning towards digital channels.

Research published by EY in July 
21 observed that SMEs are 
“going through a period of 
significant change and need 
their banks’ support”, noting that 
banks “need to focus on the real 
needs of SMEs, get the basics 
right….and become more 
flexible”.

These sentiments are echoed in 
Greengage’s recent market 
research where we $oke to 
around 70 business 
entrepreneurs and SMEs who 
were asked to rate their 
experience of banking and 

rated current cu"omer service 
levels as average (3/5), although 
none gave a rating below that.

What does this all mean? It 
seems clear from our research 
that businesses with at lea" an 
intere" in digital assets tend to 
have a worse relationship with 
their account provider than 
those with no intere". Similarly, 
businesses receiving lower 
levels of cu"omer service are 
willing to pay more to get the 
services they need from their 
provider.  Looked at from the 
other side, it also follows that 
account providers that charge 
higher prices mu" ensure that 
they are delivering superior 
cu"omer service in order to 
entice cu"omers into switching 
providers. 

However, it is not simply a case 
of either/or with re$e# to 
traditional banking services 
versus  EMIs. In"ead of paying a 
current account provider more 
money for a higher tier service, 
or switching to a more expensive 

payments services. We wanted 
to know if this vital market 
segment in particular was 
receiving services that met their 
genuine business needs or 
whether they felt that more could 
be done to support them.  

At a high level, our research 
shows that nearly half of 
businesses polled are less than 
satisfied with their account 
provider. This is e$ecially true 
for those businesses involved in 
digital assets and/or 
cryptocurrencies, who said that 
they are more likely to have a 
less than satisfa#ory 
relationship with their account 
provider. One particular – and 
common – pain point is the level 
of cu"omer service received 
which was rated mediocre 
overall, and worse for those 
involved in digital assets.

Key $ati$ics
O  Of the businesses polled, 
digital assets/cryptocurrencies 
are the core focus of 35.3% of 
respondents, with 79.4% having 
some interest in them. The 
majority of respondents (58.8%) 
have traditional bank accounts, 
28.0% have bank and Electronic 
Money Institution (EMI) accounts 
and 13.2% have only an e-money 
account.
O  Many are less than satisfied 
with their current account 
provider, with nearly 65% of 
respondents rat  their current 
account provider 3/5 or less
O  In terms of customer service, 
nearly 65% rated their account 
provider as “average” (3/5) or 
less than average

Asked to rank the qualities that 
an account provider should 
possess, re$ondents chose 
security, tru$ and ease of 
access as the top three mo" 
important services or qualities. 

account provider, our research 
shows that businesses with both 
types of accounts had higher 
levels of overall satisfa#ion and 
cu"omer service than those 
with only one.

That said, with over 700 EMIs in 
Europe (of which 235 are in the 
UK), it is of course important that 
those choosing e-money 
accounts under"and that they 
are not absolute proxies for 
traditional bank accounts, and 
may not – yet – be able to o'er 
the same degree of rigour with 
re$e# to security, risk and 
tru". 

The rapid growth of EMIs as an 
alternative to traditional banking, 
and their greater enthusiasm to 
embrace new cryptocurrency 
assets alongside cash 
(according to the FCA more than 
one in ten EMIs now accept 
crypto deposits and payments), 
means that they will almo" 
certainly be subje# to greater 
cu"omer demand (and 
increased regulatory /
supervisory scrutiny), with 
re$e# to KYC/AML (security), 
safeguarding of assets/funds 
(risk) and broader cu"omer 
services and prote#ions (tru").  

As such, in the shorter term, 
businesses with traditional bank 
accounts should perhaps look to 
open a supplementary e-money 
account in order to leverage the 
produ# and service di'erentials 
(and opportunities) available 
from each. When it comes to 
banking services, it is clear that 
one size does not fit all.

“At a high level, our research shows 
that nearly half of businesses 
polled are less than satisfied with 
their account provider. This is 
especially true for those businesses 
involved in digital assets and/or 
cryptocurrencies, who said that they 
are more likely to have a less than 
satisfactory relationship with their 
account provider.”

Innovation in 
SME funding – 
a solution for 
the squeezed 
middle?

 Sean Kiernan, CEO and 
Founder, Greengage

https://www.ey.com/en_uk/banking-capital-markets/the-five-step-journey-to-sme-banking-transformation
https://www.ey.com/en_uk/banking-capital-markets/the-five-step-journey-to-sme-banking-transformation
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documentary 
out now
Watch the full 
documentary 
on our YouTube: 
harrington starr tv
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Our Baringa vision 
We set out to build the world’s 
mo$ tru$ed consultancy. To do 
that, we knew we needed kind, 
smart, curious people, from all 
backgrounds, and a collaborative 
culture that fo$ers tru$ing client 
relationships. Only then could our 
business have la$ing impa! for 
our clients, and on the 
communities where we live  
and work. 

Among many accolades that we 
are very proud o(, we are B-Corp 
certified. As a certified B 
Corporation business, Baringa 
meets the highe$ $andards of 
verified social and environmental 
performance, public tran%arency, 
and legal accountability to 
balance profit and purpose. 
B-Corp $atus is now wri#en into 
our articles of association, 
ensuring we continue to make life 

consulting firm in the world. And 
this a%iration has not changed.  
O  The way we set up the 
business allows us  build trust 
at every stage – there are no 
internal barriers or different 
objectives and P&Ls. We’re in for 
the long haul  fostering a trusting 
working relationship through 
every interaction is the key to this. 

Third - pioneering an impa"ful, 
positive way of working  
O Our clients say that working 
with us feels di(erent compared 
with working with other consulting 
firms. 
O We bring an ‘us’ not ‘them’ 
approach, our leaders are always 
present with our clients and we 
think long term. 
O We create a positive 
experience working with Baringa; 
challenging of course, but 
rewarding.

Our core principles and 
underlining values 

Be Kind: Inclusivity, 
Collaboration and Compassion 
Be Curious: Passion, Innovation, 
Growth Mindset 
Be Great: Integrity, Quality, 
Ownership 

be#er for our clients, our people, 
the communities in which we 
work, and the planet.

Our clients love how we get to 
know them and what makes their 
businesses tick; proudly geeky 
about solving their challenges  

ow we can go from grand 
designs, visions and strategy 
right down to the granular  ow 
we’re always part of the team - as 
colleagues and friends – helping 
people at all levels of their 
business succeed  ow the end 
result isn’t abstract frameworks 
or convoluted reports – but smart, 
creative ideas that work. 

We soon e$ablished an award-
winning reputation for our 
people-fir$ philosophy. It’s why 
our clients tru$ us to tackle their 
bigge$, mo$ $rategic 
challenges. To leave them be#er 

Building great teams in 
Financial Services
Mirrored by our broader business, 
our Financial Services Pra!ice is 
built on these values, which guide 
and in%ire our people to 
continuously develop the right 
behaviours and qualities to grow 
themselves, our business and our 
clients. These are real values 
obtained by our people to capture 
what it was that made us, and 
continues to make us ,unique. We 
endeavour to exhibit these core 
values in everything we do, 
whether this is intera!ing 
internally, or with FS clients or 
third parties. 

We are passionate about working 
with our clients and the indu$ry 
to help them be#er serve their 
cu$omers, society, and the 
economy. Changing cu$omer 
demands, disruptive 
technologies, and geo-political 
uncertainty are some of the 
trends that we are supporting our 
clients with, to help them remain 
e"cient, relevant, and resilient – 
now and for years to come. 

Combining our core values and 
embedding them across all that 
we do creates a powerful and 

equipped to handle the next one  
nd to make it an enjoyable 

experience along the way. 
Because it’s only by pu!ing 
people fir" that we can create 
impa# that la"s. 

Baringa was founded by a group 
of friends in 2000, with the 
ambition of creating a consulting 
firm di$erentiated by deep 
indu"ry content, delivered by a 
highly collaborative team who 
would put the client’s need  first 
whil" looking a%er our people. 
Our intent is to ensure that 
Baringa balances clients’ needs 
and employee satisfa#ion,  
giving us a unique proposition  
in the market.  

Building on that heritage, we 
chose a partnership "ru#ure for 
our business as we wanted to 
remain independent, lead  with 
experience and expertise over 
size - our distinctiveness lies in 
HOW we do things. It is the blend 
of three things coming together to 
form a powerful way of working:  

First - putting people first 
O  Our entire business is built 
around putting people and 
culture first: our clients, our staff 
and all our stakeholders. It all 
starts with people.
O  We handpick teams of industry 
experts who are not afraid to be 
passionate and geeky. We bring 
together teams that are right for 
our clients; who can slot 
seamlessly into our clients’ 
teams and work shoulder-to-
shoulder with them.
O  We work with one another’s 
best interests at heart to deliver 
impact that lasts. 

Second - building tru! at  
every !age  
O In 2000 when Baringa was set 
up, tru$ was our guiding $ar. We 
wanted to build the mo$ tru$ed 

in%iring work environment. We 
recruit the be$ quality talent in 
the indu$ry; those who show a 
great passion for their chosen 
se!or and %ecialism. It is this 
winning combination that 
motivates our clients to choose 
us for their mo$ challenging and 
innovative programmes. And it is  
these flagship proje!s and the 
impa! they have that in%ires our 
people, fo$ering a work 
environment that  has ‘more 
meaning than ju$ a job’.  

Defining our culture 
Our culture is incredibly important 
to us. Creating the be$ place for 
people to build a career is central 
to our financial services $rategy 
and values. Our culture is defined 
by the day-to-day a!ions of every 
individual in the company. Both 
our company-wide and se!or 
$rategies are underpinned by a 
focus on ‘people’, client’ and 
‘commercial’. The concept of 
which is simple: we support and 
encourage our people to be the 
be$ they can be, resulting in 
satisfied clients, providing 
significant commercial benefit to 
the firm, which we then reinve$ in 
our people proposition. 

“Our clients love how we 
get to know them and what 
makes their businesses tick; 
proudly geeky about solving 
their challenges  ow we 
can go from grand designs, 
visions and strategy right 
down to the granular.”

Excellent 
workplaces 
il �Ѓnancial 
services

David Harris, Head of 
Banking, Baringa Partners
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2022 has been quite a year! In 
over two decades of recruitment, 
I have never witnessed such an 
incredible and universal demand 
for talent in the London Financial 
Technology markets. Fuelled by 
the perfe! "orm of digital 
uptake, rapid innovation in tech, 
Brexit and the rise of digital 
assets, tech talent has been at a 
premium.

From the ashes of 2020, the last 
two years ha  seen a phoenix 
emerge in the talent #ace with 
companies clamouring for the 
be" talent. This in turn has 
driven price in a classic case of 
supply and demand, with the 
average salaries for  most 
skilled technologists rising 
steeply. As fights for the best 
candidates heated up, bidding 
wars and counter-offers became 
commonplace, with arguably 
unsu"ainable figures being 
given to secure talent.
The seeds of discontent "arted 
to be sewn half-way through the 
year. The war in Ukraine, the 

crypto winter, the energy crisis, 
the co" of the pandemic, 
intere" rates and co" of living 
have combined to create a "orm 
cloud of volatility. With a 
recession inevitable, the 
que"ion marks arose as to 
whether salary increases and 
demand would be su"ained.

Perhaps surprisingly, despite 
genuinely extraordinary macro  
economics and bungled 
government policy, the 
employment landscape has 
remained robu" and is foreca" 
to continue to be so. Data points 
to the mo" gentle of thaws but 
the demand, and critically 
salaries, for the be" talent 
remains at fever pitch.

Companies who are looking to 
drive salaries down, get “cheap 
deals”, or under offer, are 
continuing to struggle, with the 
majority of "rong candidates 
having their pick of multiple 
o$ers. This is where the need to 
present a compelling employee 
value proposition comes to the 
fore. In #eaking to companies 
for this year’s Top 1% Workplace 
Awards, one of the que"ions 

posed was why would a 
candidate join your company if 
they had o$ers from two 
competitors? The answer to this 
has always been fascinating to 
me. This year they have been 
resoundingly impressive, with 
clear articulation of what their 
proposition can do for an 
applicant’s career.

Demand has been fierce in all 
markets. Perhaps mo" 
markedly, the desire for highly 
skilled development talent, 
particularly on the buy side, has 
reached peak levels. Quants, 
data, and python skills have been 
particularly hot. The UK FinTech 
market has long been robu", 
creating a "rong backbone for 
the travails of the la" two years. 
With di%cult times ahead, I am 
excited to see the inve"ment in 
growth being re"ed firmly on the 
performance of tech in the 
se!or, to continue to innovate, 
iterate and improve.

For Harrington Starr it has been 
a year of exciting growth and 
inve"ment into people, 
produ!ivity and e%ciency. 
Mirroring the lessons of our 
cu"omers, we have aimed to 
provide a service that reduces 
fri!ion, increases e%ciency in 
the process, boo"s produ!ivity 
and reduces co". We have  
seen our team near double, 
headline numbers grow by 63%, 
and our investment in 
technology increase operating 
e%ciency. Mo" importantly,  
our cu"omer experience has 
soared, meaning for both 
candidates and clients alike, we 
are doing all we can to create 
exceptional experiences. Having 
trebled our cu"omer success 
and community teams in the la" 
two years, we remain commi&ed 
to providing the be" service we 
possibly can.

“FROM THE 
ASHES OF 
2020, THE 
LAST TWO 
YEARS HAS  
SEEN A 
PHOENIX 
EMERGE  
IN THE TALENT 
SPACE WITH 
COMPANIES 
CLAMOURING  
FOR THE BEST 
TALENT.”

THE 
HARRINGTON 
STARR 
REVIEW  
OF 2022

Toby Babb, CEO, 
Harrington Starr
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My role is to solve the talent 
problems Harrington Starr 
cu"omers face. Our cu"omers 
are the companies we support in 
hiring, and also the people we 
support in growing their careers. 
I believe that relationships are 
built when people aren’t hiring or 
looking for work, so I look to add 
value through information 
sharing, partnerships and 
collaboration. In the Financial 
Technology world of careers and 
teams, this year has been 
challenging for many reasons. 
We have seen the continuation of 
the Great Recession, the decline 
of tenure in the workplace, the 
extortionate rise in salaries (for 
very #ecific roles), the impa! of 
the wider recession, the 
co"-of-living crisis- no one has 
been una$e!ed.

I wanted to pledge myself to 
supporting our ecosy"em, and 
in turn drive out some sy"emic 
issues we face; in particular, that 
of our gross people diversity 
deficit. ‘People’ are certainly my 

Money2020, One Tech World and 
We"min"er Business Forum.

I have visited the o%ces of 
businesses commi&ed to 
inclusion and shared the bigge" 
inclusion lessons I’ve taken from 
the podca" series in a variety of 
talks, workshops, working groups 
and roundtables.

Thinking about driving talent to 
the indu"ry, I became an 
indu"rial fellow to the UEL and 
am on the Advisory Board for 
their Centre of FinTech, launched 
in Parliament, where I met Sir Ron 
Kalifa. I have spoken at several 
events for various universities to 
inspire more talent to join the 
space. Attracting people to our 
industry is only part of the 
mission; I’ve known for years the 
real goal is in the continual 
engagement of staff as we stride 
towards a new “future of work”. 
There are some big winners in 
the world of nurturing talent and I 
have been obsessed with how we 
can share those great people 
investment journeys to raise the 
standard of people engagement, 
and therefore progression and 
productivity, in the entire space. 
Taking the examples and case 
studies back to the market has 
been a real passion of mine to 
demand a be&er talent 
experience.

My favourite part of my job this 
year has been seeing the 
success of my 19% Li" initiative. 
It is a campaign dedicated to 
giving female technologi"s 
be&er visibility in the Financial 
Technology world. It also 
encourages hiring managers to 
move away from job descriptions 
alone and think about how they 
can create roles and build job 
descriptions around what people 
want to do next in their journey. 

job. Their engagement in this 
indu"ry, desire to join it and 
commitment to "ay in it are all 
key themes I work on. 
Engagement, desire and 
commitment only mean 
something if our business 
environments are fair and 
equitable places to work. 
Tackling this has been my 
challenge.

To this end 2022 has been busy 
so far. My book “FinTech Women 
Walk the Talk: Moving the Needle 
for Workplace Gender Equality in 
Financial Services and Beyond” 
was published  we held a book 
launch at the Schroders o%ce 
and I have cemented my slogan 
“be an advocate, find an ally and 
walk the talk”. In the book, I 
quote 118 leaders from the 
Financial Technology #ace  
and their advice on how we  
move the needle. Over 100 of 
those individuals identified as 
women, and all the quotes  
came dire!ly from my podca" 
series, “FinTech with Nadia:  

The successes have been 
profound - everyone signed up to 
the programme no longer allows 
anyone to say ”women don’t 
exi" in DevOps or Dev or 
Produ! or Support roles”; and 
since its inception we have seen 
over 100 women find new roles 
created for their next career "ep

It’s been a busy and exciting year 
so far- I look forward to what the 
new year will bring.

The DEI Discussions.”

On International Women’s Day 
we produced a video with 35 
contributors from the indu"ry,  
all pledging to “Walk the Talk”  
to address the gender  
imbalance we face.

In my new title as CCO I solidified 
my purpose and released the 5 
pillars of what that means, with 
focus on delivery and delight to 
our cu"omers.

The podca"s is now nearing the 
300 episode mark, and we have 
covered themes from 
brea"feeding in the workplace, 
to name changing.

All my lessons from the pods and 
my everyday conversations with 
people across the indu"ry keeps 
giving me such a unique lens on 
the reality of the indu"ry. I have 
taken these learns to indu"ry 
events. These have included 
talking at Finovate Europe, 
Finovate Edge, IFGS, 

By Adam Mills, US 
General Manager at 
Harrington Starr

This year has seen a 
continuation of 2021’s market, 
with high demand for talent in all 
disciplines, e#ecially within 
technology and sales. We are 
also seeing a shortage of top tier 
talent, along with strong growth 
in the FinTech se!or, so 
companies are having to put a 
much heavier focus on retention 
and a&ra!ion. 

The rise in demand has seen 
compensation increase across 
the board, candidates receiving 
multiple o$ers and companies 
resorting to significant counter 
o$ers to retain the top talent.

2022 has seen "eady growth in 
the finance sector, and even 
with the macro-economic 
volatility, companies are 
continuing to hire. Therefore, 
companies have had to look at 
innovative ways to attract top 
talent with increased marketing, 
more efficient interview 
processes, career progression 
opportunities and a new 
approach to ‘flexible working’. 
Candidates are looking for more 
than just an increase in 
base pay and are considering the 
whole package.

With planning for 2023 already in 
process, we expe! to continue 
seeing di%culties in a&ra!ing 
top talent. Creating a positive 
people experience is certainly a 
priority for companies along with 
working with tru"ed partners to 
help identify "rong talent.

"I WANTED 
TO PLEDGE 
MYSELF TO 
SUPPORTING 
OUR 
ECOSYSTEM, 
AND IN 
TURN DRIVE 
OUT SOME 
SYSTEMIC 
ISSUES WE 
FACE; IN 
PARTICULAR, 
THAT OF 
OUR GROSS 
PEOPLE 
DIVERSITY 
DEFICIT."

Nadia Edwards-
Dashti, CCO, 
Harrington Starr
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Sir Ron Kalifa, Author of the Kalifa Review, 
headlined the event, sharing insights into his 
fascinating work and advice for technologists 
looking to unlock the plethora of opportunities 
this industry has to offer. We were given 
practical CV writing advice, reminded of the 
importance of being concise, showing the 
data, and not refraining from highlighting our 
success, and potential; and admit to our 
shortcomings, and offering a mindset and 
approach that proves we are committed to 
overcoming them.

We then welcomed Penny Hope (Schroders), 
Nadia Edwards-Dashti (Harrington Starr), 
Jamie Ovenden (Schroders), Julie Ashmore 
Dann (Rapid Cash at Natwest RBS), and 
David Fisayo (Wealth8) to the stage. This 
audience-led panel focused on all manners 
of career concerns, from inclusion in the 
workplace, to how a non-technologist can 
broach into the industry.

This sparked a wealth of conversations in the 
networking area. We saw people at all stages 
of their career, from all industry verticals, share 

their mutual passion for technology, and 
revealing advice and anecdotes from their 
time in the industry. A magician, retro gaming 
zone, polaroid photos, and inspiration board 
bolstered the buzz at Schroders.

And thank you to Schroders for 
complimenting the learns with breakout 
rooms later in the day. Senior representatives 
spoke to rooms of technology engineers 
about their role, and the journey they have 
been on thus far; and also practical career 
advice that can be deployed in the 
day-to-day.

Thank you to everyone who came, to the 
Harrington Starr team, and the Schroders 
team, for making this event such a success!

Friday 11th November saw over 200 technologists and industry leaders join 
us at Schroders for our inaugural careers masterclass: Elevating Careers 
for Technology Engineers.

11th Nov 2022 
Schroders, London

Sir Ron Kalifa headlines the panel Magician, Harry De Cruz, 
wows our attendees

Our associate 
Vice-President, 
Con Lam  (centre) 
with guests

How come, employers?

Find out more: Nadia.Edwards-Dashti@HarringtonStarr.com

Women 
make 
up only 

Of the 
uk tech 
industry

YOU NEED The 19% List
The ground-breaking initiative that is transforming the way we 
engage with women in the Financial Services and Technology 
Industries through direct, curated visibility of female talent.
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The Financial Services 
indu!ry o"en receives 
backlash for poor 
representation of gender, 

race, sexuality, background and 
the likes. But initiatives such as 
The Heard are changing that 
perception through tangible 
a#ion. Founded by Chantal 
Swain!on, The Heard is 
providing a pla$orm to 
exceptional women across the 
FinTech %ace, allowing them to 
share their thoughts, get their 
voices heard, and elevate them 
into public facing %eaking 
opportunities. It is creating 
conne#ions, networks and 

opportunities. It is building a 
dire#ory of brilliance, providing 
exposure to people throughout 
finance that otherwise may 
!ruggle to access such public, 
international %eaking 
opportunities.

Chantal recently joined 
Harrington Starr’s CCO, Nadia 
Edwards-Dashti, on an episode 
of The DEI Discussions. Nadia 
asked Chantal to share what 
in%ired her to !art The Heard:

“Because I’ve been in this 
indu!ry for a li&le while now, and 
I’ve done a lot of events, 

podca!s and media 
opportunities, I’ve definitely 
experienced those that are o"en 
unrepresentative, that aren’t 
hugely diverse. And having 
worked with a lot of brilliant 
women, I know they are out 
there, and do want to take on 
these opportunities, but they ju! 
aren’t as visible as they should 
be. So I ju! wanted to create 
something super simple that 
puts everybody into one place, 
making it really easy for event 
organisers to find brilliant female 
and non-binary %eakers; hence 
The Heard was !arted.”

The Heard is undoubtedly 
making incredible !rides 
towards greater diversity and 
inclusion across our indu!ry. But 
Nadia asked for Chantal’s 
thoughts on what more we can 
be doing to ensure DE&I is an 
embedded norm:

“I would love to see more events, 
publications, organisations with 
power and pla$orms, make a 
commitment to diversity upfront. 
If a commitment to DE&I fell onto 
the entirety of an organisation, 
not ju! on one or two individuals, 
far more voices would inherently 
be granted exposure as 
decisions would have to refle# a 
more diverse range of opinions.”

We are delighted to be 
celebrating the work of The 
Heard as part of this year’s Top 

1% Workplace Awards. 
Congratulations to Chantal for 
making inclusion an accessible 
reality   . We can’t 
wait to see what you achieve in 
2023!

You can learn more about The 
Heard and Chantal’s work on 
The DEI Discussions: available to 
stream across all major podcast 
platforms, including Apple 
Podcasts and Spotify. 

“I would 
love to see 
more events, 
publications, 
organisations 
with 
power and 
platforms, 
make a 
commitment 
to diversity 
upfront.”

An industry-
leading DE&I 
campaign:  
The Heard FEATURED SPEAKERS THAT ARE PART OF THE HEARD INCLUDE…

Chantal Swainston, Founder, The Heard

Mary Agbesanwa, 
FinTech Growth 

Lead, Seccl

Laura Rofe, 
Director Partner 
Management,  

PPRO

Nadia Edwards-
Dashti, CCO, 

Harrington Starr

Dr Leda Glyptis
CCO, 10x Banking

Rachael Oku, 
VP Brand and 

Communications, 
PensionBe

Sarah Williams-
Gardener

CEO, Fintech Wales

CELEBRATING  
EXCELLENCE:  
SPOTLIGHT FEATURE
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Stephanie’s conversation with 
Nadia in!ired a name change of 
a podca" series Harrington 
Starr runs under The DEI 
Discussions. What used to be 
“The Maternity and Paternity 
Stories of FinTech” is now “The 
Families of FinTech”, a credit to 
the fanta"ic work Stephanie is 
doing to ensure our 
under"anding of parenthood is a 
more inclusive one.

“At Metro Bank, we have a 
number of network groups that 
drive greater organisation-wide 
inclusion. In order for these 
groups to feel open and 
accessible to all, they need to 

refle# all experiences. We’ve 
broadened our scope when it 
comes to under"anding 
families, and hope this in!ires 
positive change across the 
indu"ry too.”

You can revisit Nadia’s 
conversation with Stephanie 
on The Families of FinTech 
Podca!.

Derick brings tran!arency to the 
paternity experience, sharing his 
personal journey and checking 
the reality of being a new, working 
parent. He is a key advocate for 
the development of company 
culture to be$er support the 
needs of parents, and disband 
aged under"andings of a parents 
ability to be successful in all roles 
they commit to.

“Every parental journey carries 
its own challenges and risks. The 

more forums and communities 
open up !aces to have 
conversations about the 
turbulence of being a parent, 
providing pla%orms through 
which people can be open,  
the more companies will  
evolve to be$er support the 
parenthood journey.”

You can revisit Nadia’s 
conversation with  
Derick on The Families  
of FinTech Podca!.

Tracey Davies
President,  
Money 20/20
Money 20/20 has rightly 
garnered a great degree of 
admiration in recent years, and 
continues to be a leading hub of 
impa#ful indu"ry 
conversations. With Tracey at the 
helm, incredible work is being 
done to promote greater 
inclusivity in leadership and 
shape far more accessible 
career paths, no ma$er your 
background.

“When driving greater workplace 
inclusion, ultimately, it comes 
down to power. Knowing your 
power, and what good you can 
use that for, is vital to ena#ing 
and shaping positive change. 
Even ‘small power’ is important; 
ensuring everyone is heard in a 
meeting and making sure 
everyone has a seat at the table 
are ju" a couple of day-to-day 
a#ions. Check your power, and 
deploy it for good.”

You can revisit Nadia’s 
conversation with Tracey on 
The Women of FinTech 
Podca!.

Lax Narayan, 
Application 
Support Manager, 
TD Securities
Lax was among" some of the 
fir" gue"s to feature on the 
ground-breaking Women of 
FinTech Podca"; and her 
conversation with Nadia in early 
2020 has undoubtedly gone onto 
in!ire countless points of 
tangible change. Expanding 
accessibility to a career in 
technology, and driving con"ant 
indu"ry-wide development, it is 
no surprise we recognise Lax as 
a DE&I Champion this year.

“I think we can definitely say the 
indu"ry was once diversity-
blind- DE&I wasn’t on the 
agenda. But now we’re in a 
diversity-brave environment, 
where everyone is and able to 
talk about it; everyone’s aware of 
its importance and are poised to 
learn and take a#ion.”

You can revisit Nadia’s 
conversation with Lax on The 
Women of FinTech Podca!.

“Every parental journey 
carries its own challenges 
and risks. The more 
forums and communities 
open up spaces to have 
conversations about the 
turbulence of being a parent,  
the more companies will  
evolve to better support  
the parenthood journey.”

The DE&I 
Champion

Stephanie Carr  
Enterprise Architect, 
Metro Bank (UK)

Derick Dickson, Relationship Manager, 
Financial Institutions/Trade Sales, 
Ghana International Bank

CELEBRATING  
EXCELLENCE:  
SPOTLIGHT FEATURE
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Walking the talk for 
inclusion in the 
workplace is about 
the sharing of 

ideas, making success inevitable 
for all. For Black Hi!ory Month, 
we produced a %ecial episode 
of FinTech with Nadia: The DEI 
Discussions, celebrating five 
prominent voices of the 
FinTech Black Community. They 
each shared their thoughts on 
what real inclusion looks like, 
and what real a#ions we all need 
to see. The podca! %ecial was 
in%ired by Tinashe Shata of TD 
Securities. When Tina and I fir! 
%oke about opportunities in the 
FinTech %ace for Black talent, 
the que!ion at the fore was:   
Is there any authentic advocacy 
across the se#or? It is time to 
see change and build a solution 
to this question  What does real 
change look like? How can we 
embed this change so we can 
create a la!ing impa#? This 

We see how a#ive we should  
all be to build our networks and 
be allies.

O The role we all play in driving 
sy!emic change is discussed. 
Again, the opportunities include: 
reassess your partnerships; 
be willing to engage in 
challenging conversations 
with your suppliers and 
candidates; play an a#ive, 
conscious change in 
promoting deliberate inclusion.

O We explore how we can be! 
celebrate culture, and utilise the 
positivity to raise awareness and 
in%ire change in day- to-day 
behaviours.

O Awareness begins with 
visibility. Having the relevant 
and representative faces in the 
room is necessary to allow for 
healthy debate and encourage 
real learning.

O Inve!ing in our Black talent is 
crucial to elevation, 
empowerment, accessibility and 
progression.

podca! %ecial consolidates the 
learns from some truly 
exceptional voices.

I’m delighted to be sharing the 
following key takeaways:

Fir!ly, thank you to Cecil Adjalo, 
COO of Foundervine; Derick 
Dickson, Relationship Manager, 
Financial In!itutions/Trade 
Sales at Ghana International 
Bank; Sandra Mianda, Founder of 
Paypr.work; Felicitas Coulibaly, 
Senior Manager of Digital Sales 
and Cultural Ambassador at  
Mambu; and of course Tinashe 
Shata, Senior Support Analy! at 
TD Securities.

O We !art with the awareness 
that this is not ju! a 
one month focus. Change 
would have a chance if  we 
could celebrate in a month, the 
work that happens across the 
entire year. 

O Throughout the episode, we 
celebrate the leaders who 
are %onsoring the next 
generation. They are sharing 
learned experiences and 
supporting transformation 
through genuine 
people inve!ment.

O We talk about a future where 
psychological safety  and 
openness in the workplace 
allows for proper dialogue and 
feedback. We acknowledge the 
mental and emotional burden on 
the Black community without 
this change. 

Whil! sub!antial !eps are 
being made towards embedding 
genuine workplace inclusion, 
there is more we can all do. I 
need to get be&er. Our indu!ry 
needs to get be&er. Society 
needs to get be&er. We need to 
get be&er. And this change 
needs to be continual and 
embedded. Thank you to 
the contributors - your comments 
have been so valuable. Everyone 
is included in inclusion, so let’s 
walk the talk together.

O The conversations had 
throughout O#ober are relevant 
over the course of the entire 
year. Allow the messages and 
learns to  translate into 
a#ionable change that 
transforms your 
consi!ent commitment to DE&I. 

O We look at forgo&en hi!ories. 
We learn about the 
impa# Black soldiers had across 
the two world wars and we look 
at prominent figures who should 
not have been forgo&en.

O Every gue! reminds us how 
we can promote and elevate 
our Black talent. From 
internships to academic 
collaborations, the opportunities 
to raise awareness and 
accessibility across the %ace 
are there.

O We talk allies and networking 
and how the two are interlinked. 

“Awareness begins with 
visibility. Having the relevant 
and representative faces 
in the room is necessary to 
allow for healthy debate and 
encourage real learning.”

Walking the talk 
for inclusion: Black 
history month

Nadia Edwards Dashti
CCO, Harrington Starr

Cecil Adjalo, 
COO of 
Foundervine

Derick Dickson, 
Relationship 
Manager, 
Financial 
Institutions/
Trade Sales 
at Ghana 
International 
Bank

Sandra 
Mianda, 
Founder of 
Paypr.work

Felicitas 
Coulibaly, 
Senior 
Manager of 
Digital Sales 
and Cultural 
Ambassador 
at  Mambu

Tinashe 
Shata, Senior 
Support 
Analyst at TD 
Securities
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Diversity,  
Equity and  

Inclusion

Culture is a way of life 
which encompasses 
social behaviour, 
norms and cu!oms. A 

workplace culture is the shared 
beliefs and values that are 
assumed and pra#ised by 
people in a workplace and is  
primarily driven by an 
organisation’s leadership, ethos 
and !rategic values. FinTech 
companies, whil! being in a 
fa!-evolving indu!ry, mu! 
ensure that workplace culture, 
and more %ecifically a positive 
workplace culture, is embedded 
in their DNA. This in turn fo!ers 
positive feelings, the well-being 
of employees, improves 
teamwork and a sense of 
ownership among employees 
which can increase produ#ivity, 
e'ciency and the employee 
retention rate.
There are many ways of creating 
an excellent workplace culture 
and my top three are:

1. A sense of community 
Community building within an 
organisation provides employees 
with a sense of belonging and 
conne#edness in the workplace 
and helps to fo!er tru!, 
collaboration and re%e# 
between colleagues. 

Organisations should not 
undere!imate the importance of 
building conne#ions and 
inve!ing in team-building 
a#ivities, as a commi&ed and 
highly engaged team provides a 
safer pla$orm for employees to 
intera#, share ideas and work 
together. Research has shown 
that organisations with happier 
employees generate greater 
profitability.  This could be 
achieved by e!ablishing 
mentorship and/or reverse 
mentorship programmes, 
%onsoring a company’s %orts 
team, ho!ing a"er-hours events 
and encouraging volunteering 
events, particularly in local 
communities. 

2. Focus on individuals
A !rong focus on individual 
employee’s welfare and growth is 
key to a&ra# and retain talent. 
When an organisation cares 
about their employees, they 
build tru! and loyalty which can 
be achieved through various 
policies, such as unlimited 
holidays, a focus on training and 
career development and 
improving parental leave 
pra#ices. They should also 
ensure individuals feel heard and 
valued by cultivating a feedback 

culture, where every employee 
feels that they can share 
feedback and ideas with another 
person in the organisation, 
regardless of their seniority. This 
helps to create a growth mindset 
within the organisation, and it 
could also increase 
performance, produ#ivity and 
innovation as employees could 
work harder if they feel that their 
e(orts are be&er recognised. 

3. Diversity and inclusion
Diversity and inclusion has long 
been a key metric for many 
organisations to compare 
themselves again! the indu!ry 
benchmark. However, it is no 
longer enough to !rive to 
increase representation from 
di(erent diverse groups, in!ead 
it is crucial for them to 
appreciate and harness the 
power of a diverse workforce.
They should under!and their 
diversity and inclusion blind 
%ots. These could include 
evaluating processes and 
deeply ingrained a%e#s of 
the company’s culture which 
may have been overlooked and 
have been negatively impa#ing 
their employees’ experience. 
To address this they could look 
to e!ablish a culture audit in 
order to provide employees 
with anonymous ways to 
contribute their hone! feelings. 
Without these insights, it 
would be di'cult for the 
leadership to under!and 
how to improve and harness 
their organisations’ diverse 
workforce.

Overall an excellent workplace 
culture is essential in improving 
employee experience, creating a 
pla$orm which allows employees 
to feel valued, welcomed and 
re%e#ed, which would 
ultimately contribute to an 
organisation’s success.

Intel’s founder, Gordon Moore 
observed that the number of 
transistors that can fit into a 
microchip doubles every 

18-24 months  eaning, that the 
%eed and !orage capacity of 
our chips roughly doubles every 
two years. Remarkably, this has 
held true since the 1960s.

The technological revolution has 
moved at breakneck speed, 
leaving the people in the know 
speechless  magine if cars 
doubled their %eed every year, 
or if generator’s energy e'ciency 
increased by ju! 10%: there’d be 
no energy crisis. The only thing 
that has slowed down the 
revolution has been the lack of 
technologi!s at its forefront, 
able to take advantage of the 
opportunities of evermore 
powerful hardware.

We all know it, the !a'ng crisis 
in tech has been an issue since 
the 80s (arguably even earlier), 
and the severity has only 
increased as the technology has 
refused to slow down.

Then enters the Great 
Resignation. In early 2021, in the 
wake of COVID-19, employees 
across se#ors, seniorities, and 

demographics resigned en 
masse. 

Either due to !agnating pay (a 
problem with increased co! of 
living), or looking to do something 
di(erent and more exciting.

Several companies, in tech and 
beyond, recognised this as the 
opportunity it was: a chance to 
find brilliant people from other 
se#ors who have the 
transferable skills, knowledge, 
and novel per%e#ives, to lead 
new bur!s of innovation.

Yet, mo! companies only 
observed increasingly fewer 
talent applying who fit their 
equired kills and xperience. A 

staffing frenzy ensued, with wage 
inflation, continuous staffing 
shortage, and bidding wars on 
the applicants in the ever more 
competitive talent pool.

Slowly, but surely, it has become 
apparent to mo! that relying on 
the old talent pool is 
unsustainable.

Take stage: the eshufflers, 
international workers, and  
DEIB (diversity, equity, inclusion, 
and belonging).

The solution is obvious, but very 
di'cult to implement. We need 
to look broader when 
considering talent. We need to 
do what the trailblazers did, and 
open our doors to new and 
di(erent faces. We need to 
consider the people with 
di(erent and unusual 
backgrounds or look abroad for 
workers with all the similar and 
unique challenges that arises 
with that.

However, this comes with two 
problems  How do we evaluate 
these new talents that either 
have a completely di(erent 
background, or built their CVs 
with schools, processes, and 
titles in di(erent cultures? They 
look di(erent, and that makes it 
harder to find the be!.

Also, how do we carve out 
irregular holes for them to fit  
in, if previously we only had 
circles and triangles in the 
company? 

This is where DEIB, D&I, or DEI 
comes in. Acronyms di(er, but 
the intention !ays the same.

To get the be! talent in the  
door, we look for people who  
look di(erent, who are di(erent, 
the old CV approaches aren’t 
su'cient (were they ever?); 
in!ead use DEI a&uned 
screening technology like  
that of Sigma Polaris. Be 
re%e#ful of individuality, and  
be as awesome to your !a( as 
you want to seem to your clients. 
It pays o(, always.

Why workplace 
culture is 
important and 
how we embed it

The great resignation – a 
hidden opportunity in FinTech

Yasmin 
Johal, 
Associate, 
CMS

About Dr Nemo 
D’Qrill

Dr Nemo D’Qrill 
is the founder 
of Sigma Polaris. 
A company 
which aims 
to eliminate 
the inclusion 
gap across all 
demographics 
using state-
of-the-art 
AI models 
to eliminate 
bias. Nemo 
was inspired 
by equality 
legislation’s 
failure in 
achieving 
its aims of 
guaranteeing 
meritocracy and 
protection for 
all: seeing that 
behind closed 
doors, many 
companies had 
the policy of not 
hiring ‘women 
of childbearing’ 
age. An expert 
Mathematician 
and Logician, 
Nemo was 
the youngest 
Research 
Associate 
at CIBS, and 
specialised 
in financial 
crashes. 
Moreover, 
Nemo has also 
served in the 
military, and as 
a professional 
musician 
to Queen 
Margrethe the 
II’s court.

Dr. Nemo D’Qrill
Founder, Sigma Polaris
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In VC, inve!ors use their 
indu!ry knowledge to identify 
potential in companies, 
placing tru! in founders with 

the aim of guiding their 
companies to success as they 
grow. As such, relationship 
building in VC is essential, the 
culture around which mu! be 
governed by a diversity of thought 
and the creation of a "ace where 
all voices are heard in equal 
measure. Culture impa#s both 
the internal fa#ors within a VC 
and the ways in which we position 
ourselves in the indu!ry, as well 
as impa#ing what we look for in 
the companies that we choose to 
back. 
Although it might be seen as 
counterintuitive within other 
se#ors, VC is a risk-centric 
indu!ry in which failure mu! be 
encouraged. Our’s is a game of 
predi#ing the future, and the 
process can be bumpy. 
Everyone’s heard motivational 
mantras around failure before, but 
in VC accepting failure is more 

than ju! a truism: it’s a key part of 
the job. 
Part of our re"onsibility as a VC 
is to create a workplace that is a 
safe environment for the 
exploration of ideas, with the 
expe#ation that this freedom 
results in the discovery of 
success. If our job is about 
defying exi!ing notions and 
norms to uncover new 
opportunities, it’s crucial that we 
value every inve!ment and 
intera#ion with founders as 
chances to grow and learn. 
VC is a people business; our 
intera#ion is our brand. How we 
work and the way that we present 
ourselves in front of founders and 
partners is how we are measured 
within the indu!ry. Again, this is 
di#ated by a !rong culture built 
around exceptional people who 
seek to generate !rength from 
the diversity present in their 
teams. 
In our work, we aim to recognise 
leaders who drive and incentivise 
the indu!ry towards mutual 

under!anding and success. As in 
our commitment to equality, we 
are also commi$ed to creating a 
workplace that thrives upon 
mutual learning and 
accountability. The identification 
and exemplification of setbacks, 
and how to learn from them, is 
essential to our combined 
success. This is underlined by our 
under!anding that when we win, 
we all win together. 
So in the case of my firm, Outward 
VC, what makes it an exceptional 
workplace? I believe there are 
many fa#ors driving 
exceptionality at work, but in our 
case we find company culture to 
be the key indicator of our 
success. 
Whil! it’s impossible (and not 
a"irational) to create one 
homogenous culture that works 
across every company, every 
business can form a bedrock of 
its own behavioural norms and 
expe#ations upon which they can 
con!ru# a positive framework. 
Perhaps mo! importantly for 
Outward, we recognise that a big 
part of our culture is 
openmindedness to the values of 
others. This feeds our crucial 
under!anding of how success 
can look di%erent to each and 
every !art-up that we work with. 

Top 1% exceptional 
workplaces - a 
culture of success

Devin Kohli
Co-Founder, Outward VC
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TechPas!ort interviewed 
6 thought leaders in the 
field to ask for their 
per!e"ives about DeFi 

and its Future - Ma#hew Nyman 
(Counsel in the Banking & 
International Finance pra"ice 
at CMS London), Sandeep Kaur 
(Founding Executive, FeeDi), 
Charles Kerrigan (Partner 
!ecializing, International law firm 
CMS), Je$ Hancock (CEO, 
Coinpass), Pradeep Singh 
(Leading Fin ech & De-
Fi market development, 
Capgemini), Helen Disney 
(Dire"or, The Realization Group)  

What is the di!erence between 
DeFi and TradFi? 
“The fundamental di$erence 
between DeFi and TradFi is the 
ability to transa" without 
intermediaries, in other words, 
banks”, explains Ma#hew, while 
sometimes it is seen more as a 
cultural que%ion; “where TradFi 
o$ers tru%, size, and regulatory 
approval, DeFi brings innovation”, 
points out Pradeep. 

This seems to be the adopted 
view among% our group of 
thought leaders, who see the 
bigge% barrier to convergence to 

technologies at senior levels of 
business and within policy-
making circles.  

So what is it that cannot be 
under%ood? For a %art it’s a case 
of classifications, for example 
cryptocurrency is not currently 
recognised by the law as money 
and since financial services deal 
in money and DeFi deals 
in cryptocurrency, there is a legal 
gulf between them.  

What is DeFi is solving for the 
financial services?   
This is a bit like asking what 
problems Uber solves for black 
taxis”, explains Ma#hew, “but that 
would be a massive 
under%atement. It is possible that 
the true answer to this que%ion is 
none whatsoever”. 

While this may be true and only 
time will tell, there are many who 
hope and believe that DeFi will 
solve many of the long %anding 
issues associated with TradFi, in 
the same way the digitalisation of 
other indu%ries has driven 
innovation.  

Sandeep believes that DeFi will 
promote social inclusion by giving 
financial access 24/7 to anyone 
with an internet conne"ion, 
including the XXX of unbanked 
people in the world who will now 
be able to access ‘banking’ for 
the fir% time. Pradeep agrees, 
saying “Accessibility, Security and 

be that they see the world in  
such di$erent ways. “Banks  
like the safety moat that co%ly 
regulation provides”, points  
out Ma#hew, “whereas DeFi 
developers want to innovate by 
se#ing up new business models, 
not ju% by copying banks but with 
newer tech”.  

Are TradFi and DeFi 
competitors? 
Although he doesn’t see them as 
current competitions for one 
another, Charles tells us that it is 
inevitable that they will be at 
some point, although he doesn’t 
believe it will be for the same 
cu%omers or even in the same 
way; “if the DeFi builders are 

Reliability will be the pillars of 
DeFi that will take it forward in the 
future of money and make 
banking inclusive”. 

With the promise of social 
mobility and greater reach of 
people it is no wonder that TradFi 
now want a piece of the a"ion. 
Pradeep believes that with each 
having their own positives that 
collaboration is the key to both 
their successes; “TradFi & DeFi 
will together provide alternate 
models of low co% 
financial services to billions of 
people around the world. 

Is it safe? 
This is a common que%ion 
around DeFi, with many saying 
that the only way to keep its safe 
is to ensure that all technology 
providers o$ering financial 
produ"s should be subje" to the 
same rigour and regulation 
around tran!arency, capital 
adequacy and risk exposure as 
traditional regulated firms. Helen 
points out that “like any new and 
emerging technology, DeFi 
applications are also relatively 
unte%ed and therefore carry the 
risk of unforeseen problems and 
consequences including fraud 
and hacks, where users %and to 
lose all of their funds”.     

She goes on to say that forming a 
“predi"able regulatory regime will 
be key to accelerating the 
convergence of traditional and 

corre", their economies will 
create new sources of revenue 
from the community, 
collaboration, and users owning 
their own data and content.  If that 
is corre" there will be business 
models that TradFi has never 
financed.  If a large share of the 
online economy goes that way, 
DeFi has not di!laced TradFi, it 
has jumped over it”. 

Under"anding DeFi 
While none of those we 
interviewed argued that 
convergence is not happening, 
they all agreed that there are a 
number of fa"ors impa"ing the 
pace of change, not lea% a lack of 
under%anding of these 

decentralised finance as well as 
to further inve%ment in this 
transition”. 

What would regulated DeFi 
look like? 
“This que%ion presumes that 
DeFi can be regulated, but that is 
not at all obvious”, says Ma#hew, 
“It is possible to legislate again% 
certain DeFi a"ivities, but such 
legislation is extremely di&cult to 
enforce. The cu%odians of the 
financial services sy%em are right 
to see %ablecoins as the threat 
ve"or from the world of 
cryptocurrency/DeFi; they are 
possibly the only sy%emic point 
of conne"ion. Stablecoin issuers 
are also perhaps the only DeFi 
a"ors that are inherently 
susceptible to regulation to 
enforcement of the law since they 
mu% identify themselves to 
financial services providers in 
order to transa" in money.  It is 
di&cult for proponents of DeFi to 
argue sincerely again% the 
regulation of %ablecoins.” 

While many see the development 
and growth of DeFi having 
occurred entirely in the absence 
- or perceived absence - of any 
regulation, and believe that 
imposing one now could %agnate 
its success.

Others argue that with the 
regulation, DeFi will gain more 
tru% from an operability 
per!e"ive and therefore more 
adoption. Only time will tell… 

“What is DeFi is solving for 
the financial services?   
This is a bit like asking what 
problems Uber solves for 
black taxis.”

“The fundamental difference 
between DeFi and TradFi 
is the ability to transact 
without intermediaries, in 
other words, banks.”

DeFi and its future

Ojas Sekhri, Senior FinTech 
Analyst, TechPassport
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When I think back to 
the multitude of 
award applications 
I was part of, there 

is one word that truly stands out: 
trust. I  immensely proud to play 
a role, to be a voice, to be part of 
the financial services !ace when 
I am seeing so many examples of 
people inve%ment. This year we 
have witnessed the marketplace 
commi#ing to improving the 
people experience to an 
unmatched degree; the lessons 
from the award applications are 
te%ament to that.

All companies celebrated in the 
awards have been recognised by 
the judges for their out%anding 
initiatives and campaigns that are 
revolutionising the people 
experience.

We have seen a rise in talent 
inve%ment, mo% notably in a 
broadening of education and 
development opportunities; 
greater a#ention being paid to the 
power of mentoring; and growing 
awareness that a supportive, 
authentic and diverse culture is 
central to enhancing 
psychological safety and 
remedying poor retention 
rates. Companies !oke about 
their re!onsibility to make it as 
enjoyable as possible for a person 

to grow and progress in their 
career with them. They commi#ed 
their people programs to the 
progression and promotion of 
their %a$ and !oke of their 
re!onsibility to grow careers. 

We saw campaigns where 
technologi%s in particular were 
upskilled and trained on the 
newest most edge 
technologies.   
given  opportunity  grow 
through the trialling of new 
methodologies and skills in 
environments    stretch 
and  psychological safety.

The phrase radical transparency 
was a recurring theme throughout 
the interviews. It refers to a 
culture of honesty where 
employees are being made more 
aware of day-to-day happenings, 
vision, goals, and how they will 
influence and be an integral part 
of the future. 

The interviews captured the 
changing face of work; from 
trialling four day working weeks, 
to the implementation of fully 
transparent pay. Each example I 
heard seemed to be underpinned 
by trust time and time again. A 
quote that stood out for me was, 
“one of the cornerstones of our 
culture is the trust that you are 

paid fairly” and another was that 
“tru% is our mo% valuable asset.” 
With this tru%, we saw a freedom 
where career paths are no longer 
generic. Career paths are now 
running numerous iterations and 
coaching is happening at all 
levels to upskill entire teams. 
People are working from all over 
the world and dialling into time 
zones to conne" with their 
colleagues. We saw upward 
mentorship programs where the 
newe% joiners share their 
experience with those with the 
longe% tenure and the wins that 
came out of that. 

Giving tru% and using that tru% 
as a foundation for culture and 
environment has really %ood out 
for me this year. I am encouraged 
to see so many firms considering 
the person, their career, their 
future, and how they can inve% in 
that. As an industry there is a trust 
commitment to partners, 
investors, consumers and 
customers, and I am absolutely 
delighted to start seeing that be 
embodied in people polices too. 

We are walking the talk for 
change, and I thank each entrant 
of The Top 1% Workplace Awards 
for being in%rumental in leading 
this change.

SPEAKING TO FINTECH’S MOST INNOVATIVELEADERS
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“I am encouraged 
to see so many  
firms considering  
the person, their 
career, their future, 
and how they can 
invest in that.”

Building a 
foundation 
of trust 

Nadia 
Edwards-
Dashti, 
CCO, 
Harrington 
Starr
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The Global Recruiter 
Awards 2022
We’re delighted to share that we won all three of our 
categories at The Global Recruiter Awards! It was an evening 
surrounded by some truly phenomenal businesses and we 
want to congratulate all the fellow finalists and winners.

The categories we won were:
Best Specialist Recruitment Firm
Best Marketing Campaign
Best Candidate Attraction Through Social Media

To see our ground-breaking work 
recognised by an esteemed judging panel 
was nothing short of brilliant! Noting our win 
as Best Specialist Recruitment Firm, the 
judges stated that:

"Just one winner picked out of this 
strong category. The judges found this 
business to have a clear commitment 
to customer services and growth 
supported by investment in their own 
business. Leaders as both recruiters 
and thought leaders for the industry."

Harrington Starr’s CEO, Toby Babb, 
commented after the win…

“To have the judges recognise our 
commitment to growing teams, brands 
and networks for our customers is very 
special. We have some really exciting 
plans for 2023 to take this to an even 
higher level. Watch this space!”

Representing Harrington Starr! (left to right) Lydia Sear, 
Toby Babb, Georgia Richardson and Alexandra White.

The Best Marketing Campaign recognised 
the work we have been doing on our 
#WalkTheTalk initiative. Encapsulating Nadia 
Edward-Dashti’s (CCO at Harrington Starr) 
tireless work to drive a greater commitment 
to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion across the 
industry, our campaign has embedded 
tangible change into the workings of 
financial services.

"The winner in this category earned the 
judges’ praise for setting out to create 
change within the sector they worked 
in. Set against the backdrop of complex 
marketing campaigns this campaign 
sought to raise the percentage of those 
identifying as women within the FinTech 
sector. The campaign covered 150 
companies and was directly 
responsible for over 100 placements."

And Best Candidate Attraction Through 
Social Media further celebrates the work we 
are doing to make DE&I accessible, and the 
norm, across the industry. With a particular 
focus on Nadia’s 19% List initiative, the judging 
panel applauded the work for being “both 
impressive and impactful”.
Celebrating the win, Alexandra White, 
Marketing and Communications Manager 
at Harrington Starr, remarked that…

“For the judges to acknowledge the 
value-centric nature of The 19% List 
initiative, both to candidates and 
clients, is testament to the tireless 
work our entire team have put behind 
growing this; work that is redefining 
how we recruit and broadening our 
definition of talent.”

Congratulations to the entire team at 
Harrington Starr! These awards celebrate 
the fantastic work each individual has 
committed themselves to in 2022; and a 
strong indication of how much further we 
are capable of going in 2023!

The marketing team accept their first award: 
best marketing campaign.

The first of our 3 awards!

Our mARKETING AND 
coMMUNICATIONS 
manager, Alexandra, 
celebrating our wins. 

Best candidate attraction through social media.
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For more information,  
please conta":  
Toby Babb at Harrington Starr

T: 0203 002 2850 
F: 0207 022 1750 
E: toby.babb@harrington%arr.com

Harrington Starr Company  
Regi%ration Number: 7246003
Company Headquarters:  
Vintners Place, 68 Upper Thames Street, 
London EC4V 3BJ
Company Telephone Number: 0203 587 7007
Company Email: info@harrington"arr.com

Harrington Starr is a multi-award winning  
financial technology recruitment business  
based in London, Belfa% and New York City. 

Founded in 2010, we are !eciali%s in  
technology, change & transformation and  
sales recruitment and have helped clients 
and candidates across five continents. 

Our diverse range of clients include banks,  
hedge funds, vendors, service providers,  
payment providers, asset managers, %art-ups, 
disruptors and many more. The one thing they 
have common though is that they tru% Harrington 
Starr with their mo% important asset: people. 

We are passionate about helping our cu%omers 
grow their teams, their brands, their networks  
and their careers. A'er-all, your success is  
our business! Speak to us today to see how  
we can help.
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Vintners Place 
68 Upper Thames Street 
London, EC4V 3BJ
T: +0044 203 587 7007

575 5th Avenue 
17th Floor, Suite 113, 
New York, NY 10017
T: +1 646 381 2067

River House 
48-60 High Street,
Belfast, BT1 2BE
T: +0044 203 587 7007 

E: INFO@HARRINGTONSTARR.COM
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Your Success. 
Our Business.
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